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0n the surface, Ouachita Parish may bedivLaed into
two proiai&i^''p3^^ogi?®^iiio 'sections: (IT the'Ouachita Biver
alluvial valley section to the east, and (2) the hilly
section of’Tertiary upland and Pleistocene terrace on the
west#

All of the older formations are completely hurled

beneath these sediments#

Becont alluvium of both .Arkansas

and Ouachita Rivers are found In the alluvial valley of the
parish#

Prairie teryie© of late Pleistocene in age and Beeent

alluvial terrace have also been found to exist in this parish#
Each of these is to he separately defined with respect to
topographic expression, and sedimentation#

The tertiary upland

which consists almost entirely of the gently easterly dipping
Cookfield formation cape all the hills west of Bfairte terrace
belt#

The subsurface formations ranging from the Cotton

Talley group of late Jurassic period to the Cook Mountain
formation of Eocene epoch are presented beneath the Parish*
The subsurface structure is very complex because of
the intimate association with the Monroe Uplift#

There are

a number of truncations and off*laps In the region, and the
center of the late deformations! effects is believed to have
been progressively shifted southward#
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Location
Ouachita Pariah is located in the northeast central
portion of the northern half of Louisiana (Pig# 1}*

It has

an area of 642 square miles (410*880 acres) and is included
In the area covered by 'Eps. 16-20 H*, Rs* 1-5 H*

Monroe*

one of the business centers of northern Louisiana and south
ern Arkansas* centrally located on the floodplain of Ouachita
River, is the principal city and Parish seat*
Maps
Th© has© map Included in this report was prepared
partially from the Quadrangle maps of the Corps of Engineers,
tr*3. Amy* having a scale of 1:62*500 and a five-foot
contour interval.

The Quadrangle maps covering the Ouachita

River floodplain and adjoining areas in this Pariah are:
Monroe* Louisiana (1040)

Srew* Louisiana (1955)

Alto* Louisiana (1955)

Collinaton, Louisiana (1955)

The Quadrangle maps cover the floodplain and adjoining areas*
The western part of the Parish is not covered hy the Quad
rangle maps and was based on the Louisiana Statewide High
way Planning Survey map of Ouachita Parish, 1937, with the
aid of one Inch to 1667 feet aerial photographs*
A list of all published maps dealing with the Parish
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Figure 1*
Sketch M a p of N o r th e r n Louis i a n a Showing
Parishes.

s

known to the writer is included in the appendix#
History and Development
The history of the Parish dates back to 1542 vftien
Hernando Be Soto and his followers, worn by a wasting
fever and weary from their three years of wandering, hardshops in the wilderness of the lands of Florida, and warfare
with the natives, traveled through the Ouachita country in
the spring of 1542, seeking a way to the Gulf {Fortier,
1904A, pp. 3-10)«

Historians agree that Be Soto stopped at

a large Indian village in the vicinity of Monroe (Monroe
Morning World, 1785-1935 Sesqui-Gentermisi Edition, October
31, 1985)♦
In 1678, Robert Oavellier de la Salle, a great
traveler and adventurer, from a well-to-do family in France,
obtained permission to explore the West of the Hew World at
his own expense#

In return for his service he was granted

the sole right to trad© In buffalo hides in the region
(Scroggs, 1936, p. 21)#
On April 9, 1680, after suffering four years of
incredible difficulties, including desertion by his men, he
took possession, in the King*® name, of the country from
lake Michigan to the Gulf of Mexico, which he had already
called Louisiana, In honor of the King of France, Louis 2CXV
(Fortier, 19G4A, pp. 17-23)#
Scroggs (1936, p. 30) wrote! WL& Sail© is on© of the
great figures in American history.

H© seems to have been

the first man to realize the size and importance of the
Mississippi Valley*

He undertook the exploration of half

the North American Continent largely at his own expense#
Although he failed to plant a permanent settlement on the
lower Mississippi, his work had highly important results.*
Travelers, traders, and emigrants from the north
followed his footsteps.

Among these were Canadian hunters,

who were the first ones to settle here (Monroe Morning World,
1785-1935 Sesqui-Centennial Edition, October 31, 1935)#
In 171S it was the policy of France, because Louisiana
presented a rich field for enterprise and speculation, to
place the resources of the province under the influence of
individual enterprise, and an exclusive privilege in all the
commerce of the province for a period of fifteen years was
granted to Anthony Crozat, a rich and influential merchant
of France.

Orozat, besides his first settlement on Red

River on the present site of Natchitoches, maintained a small
settlement and trading post on the Ouachita at th© site of
Monroe In 1713#

Through a series of various misfortunes

his enterprise in the new world was not a success, and he
surrendered his charter in 1717 (Oayarre, 1903, pp# 10S-114).
The Council of State at Versailles decided that,
"whereas It had been demonstrated, in the case of Crozat, that
the colonization of the province of Louisiana was an under
taking beyond the strength of any private individual and
whereas this undertaking would not become the King, on account

of the commercial details which were its Inseparable con
comitant , it was resolved that Louisiana should be intrusted
to the administration of a company.** (Gayarre, 1903, p. 192)
From this resolution, the Western Company, or Company of
the Indies, was created on the 6th of September, 1717*
In 1719, Cantill ion emigrated with sixty men to work
a concession on the Ouachita*

Their fate in the wilderness

on the banks of the Ouachita is unknown*

However, it was

believed that In 1722 Cantillionfs party had more than 30
acres cleared, and they were known to be living and pros
pering at the time of the uprising of the Hatches Indians
In 1739 (Monroe Morning World, 1785-1935 Sesqul-Centenaial
Edition, October 31, 1935)*
The Freneh-Indian war which followed the uprising
between the Hatches Indians and the French in the Ouachita
valley occurred in 1733*
The year 1740 was marked by the extension and mul
tiplication of the settlements on Bed Elver and on the Oua
chita*

Government of the region was centered at Natchi

toches under St* Denis*

In 1745 a census of the district

showed sixty white settlers and 200 negroes (Williamson,
1939, p. 23-24)*
Agricultural products, Including Indian corn, tobacco
Indigo, and many others, were Important exports in commerce
with the parent country*

Cotton plants, which had been

found growing wild, were cultivated as a crop, but only in

small quantities.

Commercial interests, colonial expansion,

and the struggle Tor supremacy added up to the hitter confilet among Great Britain, France, and &paln*
fhe French domination of the whole of Louisiana
continued until 1762 when she was forcibly expelled from
Canada and the Mississippi Talley, and these areas were
divided between Spain and Great Britain.

’
Xhe formal cer

emony of transfer of the area token by Spain did not take
place until 1767,

In this year Bon Alexander 0*Reill,

lieutenant general of the Spanish army, was made governor
and captain-general of the province of Louisiana, succeeding
TTiloa, first Spanish governor, whose recall to Spain resul
ted from the revolt of French eltizens in Mew Orleans
(Williamson, 1939, pp. 23-24).
the year 1783 was an epoch-making year in the his
tory of the parish.

Bon Fu&n Fllhlol was appointed comman

dant to take possession of the Ouachita country.

He selec

ted a spot along the Ouachita River, now Monroe, to estab
lish a new military post and designated it to "Fort Miro*
in honor of the Spanish governor, Miro (Williamson, 1939,
pp. 29-40).

In 1819 the name was changed to Monroe, in

honor of President Femes Monroe (Head, 1927, p. 48).

During

the Napoleonic era this region was again acquired by France
and ultimately became an -American possession with the
consummation of the "Louisiana Purchase" in 1303 (Williamson,
1939, pp. 41-37).
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Ouachita Parish derives its name from an Indian
tribe supposed to have been a member of the great Caddo
confederacy*

Though numerous guesses have been made as to

the origin of the name, perhaps the correct meaning of the
name will never be known, as it is the only word of the
Ouachita dialect handed down to us*

Only one thing seems

to be certain; it was the name by which these Indians
called themselves, and they were thus designated by the
other tribes*
The river lying between the Red and Arkansas rivers
was called by them the "River of the Ouachltas” and all
that country lying in Its valley the "country of the Quachitas”.

It is more than probable that they were known

as "the people of the clear sparkling v/ater”*
"Big Gat River," "Big Cow River," "Big River,” "Silver
Water,* "Male Deer,” "Country of Large Buffaloes,” are some
of the translations of Ouachita*

It might be analyzed as

a compound of Choctaw that means "Big Hunting Ground” (Read,
1927, p. 47).
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Land Olaasifioation and Agriculture
Ouachita Pariah has a total population of 74, £76
according to the I960 census*
Approximately 76,089 acres, or 18# 5$ of the total
land area* are considered cultivable farm land# ^There are
3,911 acres in non-crop open land used as pasture#

The

farmers of 90$ of the cultivable land are following
approved soil conservation practices#

Of the £90,000 acres

of forest and vmodluad, only about 1*000 acres are virgin
timber* chiefly oak, cypress, and pine#

The remaining

acres have second growth of oak, cypress, gum, elm, ash,
hickory, and pine#
Qeheral Classification of Ouachita Parish Areas
{"Ouachita Far!ah Louisiana* by State of Louisiana,
Department of Public Works and Ouachita Parish
Planning Board, 1945, p» 16)#
neres
Total land area
Hill land
Alluvi al land

410,880
136,780
878,900

Productive forest
area
Water area
Area in farms
Farm woodland
Cropland

890,000
88,040
178,804
78,064
65,649

fa of Parish

35$
§7$
70*6$
3*6$
41*9$

This Parish is about equally divided by the Ouachita
River into an eastern half and a western half#

The western

half contains all of the hilly land with Huston type sandy
soils predominating#

The eastern half contains the flood*

plains of the Ouachita River and Bayou Lafourche with

t

alluvial soils and Portland soils predominating*
Cotton is one of the chief crops, extensively grown,
.Among other important crops are corn, soybeans, small grains,
and truck crops*

$he extensive production of cotton pro

vides cotton seeds from which th© cotton oil mill industry
is maintained*
A number of crops are required in the Parish for
soil maintenance and rotation, some of which are pea, vetch,
soybeans, and clover*

For best crop rotation, B5,000

acres are needed, but at the present time only little over
half of this acreage is planted*
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Introduction
Ouachita Parish is situated 1b the Coastal Plain
physiographic province, and is bisected by the boundary
between the Mississippi Alluvial Plain section, on the east*
and the West Cult Coastal Plain section of the west#

this

physiographic boundary line trends essentially north*south»
in the longitude of Monroe (Penneman# 1938* Plat® III, and
accompanying map)#

Thus, Ouachita Parish can be simply divided

physiographically into an east half# consisting of an alluvial
section or floodplain area*' and a west half, the *Hill see**
tion* consisting of a dissected upland, underlain by rocks
of Tertiary age*

A narrow, discontinuous upland belt of

Pleistocene alluvial deposits lying between the Ouachita
Hirer on the east and the Tertiary outcrops on the west, may
be included on a physiographic basis with the upland on the
west, although geologically the component materials are more
closely related to those of the alluvial area to the east#
{See also Fisk, 1944, Plates, Sheet £)•
Alluvial Section
The alluvial east half of the parish {Plates 1, 8)
shows the typical features of a floodplain area over which
frequently overloaded streams have meandered their way sea
ward in shifting channels#

These features included natural

levees, ox-how lakes, meander ©oars, back ©wamps, and rim

11

swamps* The relief la general la very low* much of the area
falling between the 55* and 70-foot contours, with some
higher elevations of 75 to 85 feet on the natural levees,
and some lower elevations of 35 to 45 feet along the Ouachi
ta River*

Local relief over areas of several square miles

is commonly less than five feet* and to the ey© much of the
land appears perfectly flat*

Scattered small streams with

narrow* low natural levees drain the area#

The average

slope of this alluvial surface toward the Gulf is incon
spicuous* being on the order of one half a foot to the mile*
la the southern half of the area there is also a general
eastward slope of one or two feet per mile toward Bayou La
fourche* east of which, in Richland Parish, there is a rever
sal of dope* fhe alluvial plain is traversed near it©
western edge by the meandering Gu&chita. Hiver, and in its
northern part by Bayou de Si&rd*

fhe western boundary of the

alluvial section 1® a somewhat ragged north-south line, follow*
ing westward-reaching ©mbayments into the hill section*

All

available observations, including surface exposures, stream
banks, ditches, foundation excavations, and seismograph shot
hole®, Indicate that at least the uppermost materials in this
section consist dominantly of silt and clay* with minor amounts
of sand and pea-siss® gravel *

The natural levees are under

cultivation* Well drained lands west of the Ouachita Hiver
are in pasture or forested# Well drained land® east of the
river are generally under cultivation or in pasture*

Cypress

is found quite generally in swampy area®, ox-bow lakes, and
bayou®, such as Rayou d® Siard and Bayou d fArbonn©*
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Recent terrace
The foregoing description applies to all of the
alluvial east half of the parish except an area in the
northeastern part which requires separate treatment*
•Phis area covers about 47 square miles and can he very
roughly delimited on the map by a series of straight lines
beginning at Spanish City and passing successively through
Fairbanks, Guthrie* Mar carg o * Wham* Hancock, Swartzs* and
ending at Spanish Oity (Plates 1,2}*

This area consists

of a level, well drained terrace standing about twenty to
thirty feet above the surrounding, Recent floodplain area,
and abbut 95 feet above mean Gulf level*

Hear the west

margin, east of Black Bayou Lake, two small areas are
enclosed by the 100-foot contour, and just northeast of
Wham a small area rises to an elevation of 125 feet or more.
Locally the terrace is dissected around the edges, somewhat
more so on the west than on the east, where It presents a
steep, prominent east-facing escarpment.
This plain was named "Flatwoods* terrace by Fergus
(1935, p. 745) who considered it Pleistocene in age.

He

stated that in late Pleistocene time a major river flowing
through the area developed a broad floodplain, of which
this terrace is a remnant.
Twenty-two auger holes through this flat terrace,
taken in the summer of 1948, profiles taken by foot, and a
topographic study in this area, furnish no proof that it is
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Pleistocene in age*, The materials of this younger terrace
and those of the Prairie terrace to the north* which it
overlaps along a line slightly northeastward from the
Ouachita-Morehouse Parish boundary, are easily separated
on the basis of their lithologie characteristics*

The

Prairie terrace to the north has a decidedly reddish cast of
highly oxidized materials#

The materials of the Recent

terrace are characteristically gray or brown* and are be
lieved to have been carried in by the Ouachita River and
deposited as an extensive alluvial fan, of which this
terrace is a remnant.

Another remnant of this same fan is

found west of the Ouachita River, mainly in sec# 17, T# 19
N., R» 3 £*a- overlapping the Prairie terrace to the north
west (See also Plate l).
Lakes
Ox-bow lakes occur along the Ouachita River north
of the junction with Bayou d@ Siard ©lose to Monroe (Plate
£)•

This portion of the Ouachita River Is a younger channel

with less extensive natural levee© than farther south, and
thus more susceptible to the formation of cutoffs*

Ox-bow

lakes include Wall Lake in secs* 14 and 44, T* 19 H*, R* 3
£#t Horseshoe Lake, mainly in sec* 19, T* 19 H*t R. 4 E*,
River Styx, which is an active channel at high stages,
located in secs* £9-33, T* 19 H*f R* 4 1*
Another type of lake, related to the ox-bow, occurs
in abandoned meander loops having a normal natural levee
on the convex side, and a low slop®, perhaps originally
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showing a series of low point bars, on the concave side*
An example is Whites Lake* about seven miles north of
Monroe (Plate 2)*

When such loops are cut-off* the new

channel builds a natural levee across the entire loop*
leaving a lake whose shore line on the convex* leveed side
of the loop has the simple curve of a normal ox-bow lake*
The opposite shore* on the low, concave side of the loop
is irregular in shape, as determined by the original ground,
or new levee deposits from the cut-off channel* or both*
Other examples of this general type of lake are Young fs
Lake, Pace Lake, The Basin, and Moon Lake, all north of
Monroe, and Lake Lafitta, about 14 miles south of Monroe
(Plate S).
Black Bayou Lake, situated mainly in secs* 54 and 55,
T* 19 H«, R, 4 B*, is a back-swamp lake in its central and
western portions*

Its eastward extension in secs, 26 and 55

is a rim-swamp lake against the western edge of the "Flatwoods" terrace*

The lake is connected with Bayou de Slard

by a crevasse channel*
Bayou de Slard Is now a lake, having been dammedoff at both ends some years ago to create a water supply
reservoir*
Physiographic History
The decipherable physiographic history of the alluvial
section of Ouachita Parish may be traced back to the early
Pleistocene, at which time the ancestral Mississippi was
flowing in a broad valley, the western margin of which is
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now marked by Tertiary uplands approximately four miles
west of the Ouachita River at the latitude of Monroe,
During the Pleistocene alternate lowering and raising of
sea level, related to glaciation, resulted in fluctuations
of the base level of streams in the area.

Hence, alterna

tion of deposition and valley cutting resulted in cyclic
fashion.

Five such cycles are indicated by the four

Pleistocene terraces and the Recent river valley deposits
of the Gulf Coastal Region {Fisk, 1938A, pp, 149-155),
The Pleistocene deposits in general consist of allu
vial sands and gravels which occur at various elevations
above the modern floodplains.

The areal distribution of the

Prairie terrace, youngest of the group, in a narrow belt
west of the Ouachita River in Ouachita Parish suggests that
the sands and gravels were deposited in a pre-Recent valley
of the Mississippi River,

Apparently the older, higher

Pleistocene terrace deposits have been completely removed
by erosion, in Ouachita Parish,

The edges of the terrace

deposits nearest the ancestral Mississippi generally consist
of gravels, indicating materials carried down from the west
by the more rapidly flowing tributary streams and deposited
under conditions of decreasing velocity at the junction
with the slower flowing Mississippi,

The deposition of

these gravels is comparable to the modern alluvial fan
development,
Streams which had been actively cutting during a
glacial stage were forced to aggrade their valleys as the ice
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retreated and sea level rose.

Stream gradients decreased,

and the heavily laden streams were forced to drop their
load.

Anastomosing channels helped to spread the grav-

eliferous sediments over wide areas as lenticular bodies.
As sea level continued to rise, the seat of deposition of
coarse particles was shifted upstream; and finer deposits
covered the previously deposited gravels (Woodward and
Gueno, 1941, pp. 32*35).

The Pleistocene gravels in Oua

chita Parish are cross-bedded, lenticular, and somewhat
indurated.
A long period of rising sea level marked the begin
ning of the Recent.

By this time the Mississippi River

had shifted eastward, well beyond this parish.

Karly in

the Recent period the Ouachita River developed an exten
sive alluvial fan on both sides of its valley, mainly in
the northern part of the alluvial section of this parish.
Remnants of this fan consist of the **Flatwoodw terrace and
the small area mainly in see. 17, T. 19 H., R. 3 S., already
mentioned.

Scars on these remnants of the fan have been

interpreted by Fisk (1944, p. 47, and Plate 15, sheet 5) as
indicating the meandering character of the old Ouachita
River during "A* stages.*
as

this section of Ouachita Parish is an alluvial

area, its physiographic history is largely a history of the
**An stages are dated 6,000 years ago. The sea level
of
stages was 20 feet below the present sea level (Fisk,
1944, Table 3, facing p. 46).
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various major drainage changes that have taken place*
In tracing an old river course in an aggra&ational
alluvial area* use is made of the fact that each stream
tends to develop certain features* such as natural levees*
meander loops* meander belts* etc** whose height, width,
radii of curvature* or pattern are apparently related to
stream volume and stage variation#

Pull and characteristic

development of such features by any given stream may not
be attained where a course is followed for too short a time*
©r* where fully developed, the features may be largely erased
by subsequent alluvial burial or subsidence*

In other words*

anomalies between the volume and stage variation of exis
ting streams* on the one hand* and the characteristics of
the associated natural levees* meander loops* and meander
belts, on the other, often lead inevitably to the con
clusion that some larger, now diverted, stream and not the
existing stream was responsible for the major features now
seen#

(See Bussell* 1936, pp« 131-137; 1939, pp. 1199-

1230; 1940, p* 1304) • For example, Boeuf River (Plate 2,
Alt© quadrangle} la a small stream having natural levees,
meander loops, and a width of meander belt entirely out of
proportion to the volume and stage variation of the exist
ing stream#

fhese features closely resemble those seen on

the existing Arkansas River, and it Is much more reasonable
to suppose that they were produced by that river, which
has since experienced several diversions before arriving
at its present course#

A classical example of natural
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river diversions on a major scale is the Yellow River of
China.

This river has been diverted seven times in recorded

historical time.

Diversion points are hundreds of miles

inland, and the outlet at th© coast has been shifted as
much as three hundred miles.

The most recent of these diver

sions occurred during World War II#
Fig. 3 is a sketch map showing the significant existing
drainage features of the general vicinity of Ouachita Parish.
The following discussion gives the various major postPleistocene changes in drainage, as deciphered by the writer
from quadrangle maps, air photos, field study, and reference
to the work of others, leading up to this existing drainage
pattern.
The alluvial fan deposited by the Ouachita River,
mentioned above under wReeent Terrace," was probably deposited
in early Recent time, and soon after partly removed by ero
sion by the same river on th© west, and by an early Arkansas
River course on the east, leaving the extensive remnant
known as the "Platwoods" terrace, and a minor remnant largely
in sec. 17, T. 19 N., R. 3 S., west of the present Ouachita
River •
An early course of the .Arkansas River followed approx
imately along the present Bayou Bartholomew from Pine Bluff,
Arkansas, to a point near the Arkansas-Loulsiana boundary
(Fig. 3).

From this point it flowed down Bayou Bonne Idee,

to a point west of Oak Ridge (Plate 2, Collinston quadrangle),
and thence down Bayou Lafourche (.alto and Monroe quadrangles)
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toward Caldwell*

Evidence of this early course In the Bayou

Lafourche area consists of the presence of typical .Arkansas
River dark red alluvium and of prominent meander scars of
Arkansas River type* now almost obscured by subsequent alluvlation*

At this time the smaller Ouachita River was flowing

along approximately its present course in this parish probably
with a loop extending southeastward between Monroe and Spanish
City* from Highland Park* and turning southward near Spanish
Olty toward Logtown*

Evidence for this course consists of

meander sears seen on aerial photographs*

At this time the

Junction of the Ouachita and the Arkansas appears to have
been in the vicinity of Columbia, in Caldwell Parish*
fhe foregoing situation was altered by a diversion
of the Arkansas from the Bayou Lafourche at Point Jefferson
(Hurricane Quadrangle), east of Oak Ridge (Fig* 4), into a
course which is now Boeuf River*

In this new course it

developed a characteristic wide meander belt and rather prominent natural levees, and left materials of Arkansas River
type*

The earlier course in Bayou Lafourche was subsequently

obscured by alluviation*

From the present junction of Boeuf

River and Bayou Lafourche the Arkansas River appears to have
followed the present lower reaches of Bayou Lafourche, th©
course south of the southernmost bend of this bayou (Fort
Necessity quadrangle) being obscure*

At about this same time

a diversion of a segment of the Ouaehita appears to have
occurred north of Monroe near Highland Park, causing the river
to abandon the Highland Park~Spanish City-Logtown loop,
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mentioned in the preceding paragraph, in favor of a course
nearly that of its present one between Monroe and logtown*
The next decipherable drainage change appears to be
a diversion of the Arkansas Elver at a point near the
Arkansas-Louisiana boundary (Fig* 5) whereby the river
abandoned the Bayou Bonne Idee in favor of Bayou Bartholomew,
which It followed to Bayou de Slard, and thence down th©
latter past Spanish City to Highland Park, from which point
it followed essentially the present Ouachita course south
ward*

Inmediately preceding this diversion of the Arkansas

River, the Ouachita Elver between Ouachita City and Monroe
may have been following either (1) its present course, or
(2) the Bayou Bartholomew-Bayou de Slard route from Ouachita
City via Guthrie, Hammock, Spanish City, Highland Park, and
thence down its present course through Monro© and southward*
In the first case, (1) the Ouachita may have been captured
by the -arkansas first at Highland Park and later at some
point between Ouachita Oity and the present Bayou BartholomewBayou de Slard junction*

In the second case, (2) the capture

would have occurred at some point between Ouachita City and
the Bartholomew-de Slard junction*

If this was th© case,

it is probable that alluviation by the Arkansas River caused
a diversion of the Ouachita into Its former (and present)
course between Ouachita City and Monroe, to rejoin the
Arkansas at Highland Park*
A prominent increase in the scale of the meander
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pattern and meander belt and of the natural levees of the
Ouachita River occurs below Ouachita City*

This suggests

that the Arkansas River was either diverted into the present
Ouachita course near Ouachita City or that its floodwaters
spilled over into the Ouachita in the same vicinity, yield
ing a coarser pattern of features below this point.
The last significant event in this drainage history
was the eastward diversion of the Arkansas River at Pine
Bluff, Arkansas (Fig. 2), leaving the Ouachita River as the
major stream of Ouachita Parish*
Obviously, natural levees, meander belts, ox-bow lakes,
and the other characteristic features associated with an
aggradational alluvial plain are not enduring geological
features*

In fact, seme of them are rather short-lived*

It

Is not surprising, therefore, to find that it is sometimes
difficult to decipher the detailed history of such an area
for more than a relatively short time into th© past.

How

ever, it is believed that some such sequence of events as
that outlined above gives an essentially correct picture of
the development of the physiographic features of the allu
vial section of Ouachita Parish*
The lower reaches of the western tributaries of the
Ouachita River are Invariably swampy*

The building of the

natural levee on the west side of the Ouachita, coupled with
alluviation in the lower reaches of th© western tributaries
has produced rather extensive flat, poorly drained areas, of
which the largest is Chenlere Brake, four miles southwest of
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Monroe*

These swamps belong fundamentally in the alluvial

section of the Parish* although they occur in reentrants
in th© hill section*
Hill Section
The hill section* which comprises the western half
of Ouachita Parish is bounded on th© east by the Ouachita
Biver floodplain and its westward-reaching embayments, such
as Bayou d M r bonne, Chenier© Brahe, Bayou Lapine, and
Cypress Creek*

toward the north, west, and south the section

extends beyond the limits of the parish*

It consists for

the most part of a maturely dissected upland, with an eastern
fringe of Pleistocene (Prairie) terrace which is discussed
below under a separate heading*

This upland has summit

elevations of about 200 feet in th© eastern portion, gener
ally increasing westward; the maximum elevation, barome
trically determined, was 320 feet at points along th© Jack
son Parish line*

The lowest elevations determined averaged

75 feet* occurring on modern floodplalns in the deeper val
leys.

Thus, the maximum relief in the section as a Asdiole

is approximately 245 feet, although th© local relief over
limited areas of, say, four or five sections is more on the
order of 100 feet.

Hndisseeted plateau remnants, or upland

flats, are entirely lacking,

The surface is rolling in the

central portion, and more sharply and irregularly dissected
in the northern and southern portions of the section.
Surface or near-surface materials consist chiefly of
cross-bedded sands and silts, with minor amounts of thin
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Iron-stone beds, and clays of the Coekfield (Eocene) forma
tion (See pp. 81-90).

At a very few places the surface

materials consist of the underlying) lithologically similar
Gook Mountain formation* which is exposed only at low water
stages.
The drainage pattern is dendritic, the relatively
small streams being integrated into several eastward flow
ing tributaries of the Ouachita River.

The principal one of

these tributaries is Cypress Brake, which practically bi
sects this section of the parish along a line extending from
the western boundary of the parish, three miles west of
Okaloosa, to Cheniere Brake, several miles west of Monroe.
Further mention of this stream will b© made in the section
on Pleistocene terraces.
Much of this hill section is under cultivation, with
the exception of the southern one-fourth, which is sparsely
cultivated.

Areas not under cultivation are forested,

mainly with young pine.
Pleistocene Terraces
Reference has been made (p. 9) to a belt of Pleisto
cene alluvial deposits forming an upland at the eastern
margin of the hill seotion.

This belt, with its westward

salients along the larger tributaries of the Ouachita River,
has been mapped as Pleistocene (Prairie) terrace (Plate 1).
Having summit elevations of from 145 feet to 160 feet, it
is distinctly higher than the adjacent Ouachita River floodplain deposits to the east*

It is slightly less dissected

PA

and not conspicuously lower than the adjacent Tertiary up
land to the west.
A fairly distinct topographic break between the
Reoent alluvial areas on the east and the Pleistocene belt
on the west occurs at most places, except west of Monroe
City Park, where the natural levee on the west bank of
Ouachita River has been deposited against the Pleistocene,
obscuring the topographic break.

At this point an examin

ation of the geological materials is necessary to distin
guish where the Recent alluvial section leaves off and the
Pleistocene deposits begin*

The natural levee deposits

consist of grayish silts and clays, whereas the Pleistocene
deposits consist of reddish to orange sands and gravels.
At most places along the western margin of the Pleisto
cene belt there is nothing in the xmy of topographic or lithologic changes to tell the casual observer when he has passed
from Pleistocene into Tertiary territory.

An exception to

this is found in a road cut along the south section line
of sec. 31, T. 18 N., R. 3 E., where basal Pleistocene
(Prairie) terrace gravels can be seen overlying sands and
iron-stone beds of the Tertiary Coekfield formation.

Else

where, careful examination of profiles and of lithology is
required to distinguish with only fair accuracy, at best,
between the Pleistocene terrace and the adjacent Tertiary.
The lithologic characteristics of the formations are given
in the section on stratigraphy.
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Agricultural development and forest conditions in
the Pleistocene area are for the most part the same as In
the adjacent Tertiary area to the west#

However, in places

where Pleistocene gravels occur in abundance agricultural
conditions are unfavorable, and numerous gravel pits have
been operated for many years#
Physiographic History
little evidence remains of the pre-Plelstoeene his
tory of Ouachita Parish#

Deposition of th© essentially

marine Cook Mountain formation was followed by marginal,
coastal deposition and formation of the Coekfield formation,
which now constitutes the surface material of the major por
tion of the hill section of Ouachita Parish#

There is no

evidence in this parish of any deposition, marine or nonmarine, in th© long interval between Coekfield time and the
Pleistocene#
Assuming that the Coekfield formation was a coastal
deposit, with swampy areas now represented by lignitic re
mains, subsequent uplift is indicated by the fact that Cockfield formation is now found on th© highest hilltops in the
hill section 320 f eet above mean Gulf level«

Since this

uplift, which probably occurred after Tertiary time, the
area has been maturely dissected, and it is extremely doubt
ful if any of th© original coastal surface of latest Cockfield time remains in th© section#
In Pleistocene time a series of four depositional

alluvial terraces was formed in the area*

These are the

Williana, Bentley, Montgomery, and Prairie, in decreasing
order of age and of elevation above sea level*

They are

related in origin to cyclic oscillations of sea level in
glacial and interglacial periods*

Having been rather fully

described in the geologic literature of the region, they
are not discussed in detail here*

(See Fisk, 1938A, 1939B;

Huner 1939; and Russell, 1938, 1940)*
In Ouachita Parish there is no evidence of any Pleisto
cene terrace deposit other than the Prairie, or youngest
of the series*

If any of the others were ever deposited here

they have since been removed by erosion*

Prior to the time

of deposition of the Prairie terrace in this parish several
western tributaries of the Ouachita River had cut relatively
deep valleys in the Tertiary hill section.

Following this

the Prairie terrace materials were deposited directly on
the Tertiary (Coekfield) surface along a north-south front
west of Ouachita River, with extensions westward up the
tributaries, such as Tupawck Creek, Cheniere Brake, Cypress
Brake, and Cypress Creek*
Since Prairie time the predominant geological proc
esses In the section have been erosion at higher levels; re
moving all of the Prairie terrace except the belt west of
the Ouachita River and the remnants flanking Its western
tributaries; and deposition at lower levels, in the Recent
floodplain areas*
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Taking th© parish as a whole, the dominant geo
logical processes of today are degradation in the higher
areas, such as the hill section and the "Hutwoods" terrace,
and aggradation in the low lying areas#

mmsxoM&M

Introduction
Sediments escposed at the surface in Ouachita Parish
consist of Cook Mountain and Coekfield format ions of the
Claiborne group, Prairie terrace deposits of the Pleistocene
series, and Recent alluvial deposits*
Wells drilled In the Monroe area for fresh water
supply have penetrated beds of th® Claiborne group*

The

wells average ©00 feet in depth and the deeper wells are
bottomed in the Sparta formation, which underlies the Cook
Mountain*
Wells drilled for gas are concentrated In the Monroe
gas field, where production is from th© Monroe gas rock of
Qulflan age#

these well© have an average depth of 2,000

feet*
Oil has not yet been found in this parish, though
wildcat wells of considerable depth have been drilled at
many places*

Th© deepest well drilled in Ouachita Parish

la the California Company*s Brown Paper Mill Ho* 1 in see*
10, T* 10 H*, B, 3 K*

The well has a total depth of 10,537

feet and is bottomed in rocks of Jurassic age*
All of the sedimentary strata of this parish Into
the Tertiary were affected by the Monroe Uplift, which was
probably initiated in late Jurassic time*

This Is indicated
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toy th© truncation of th© sediments of ^Jurassic and
Cretaceous age (Plates &, 0* 7}*
A stratigraphie column. for Ouachita Parish is

presented in Figure 9, showing, among other things, th©
average thickness of each formation as determined from
wells*
In th© discussion of each formation, a torief review
of the literature is presented in order to give credit to
previous workers*

The stratigraphle terminology used in

this report is in general agreement with previous work
published toy the Louisiana Geological Survey*

*

All sutosurface correlations have toeen based on
lithology (chiefly from ditch samples)

and electric logs;

this report does not Include any new subsurface paleontologic
work*
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Subsurface Stratigraphy
Jurassic System
Cotton Valley group
Only three wells in Ouachita Parish have encountered
sediments of Jurassic age*

These ar© the California Com

pany’s Brown Paper Mill Ho* 1 w e H (total depth91' 10*537
feet), Walter Maxey Hoi 1 and 2 wells (total depths, 9,333
feet and 9,871 feet respectively)*

Ho sediments older

than Cotton Valley were penetrated in these wells#
The term "Cotton Valley formation” was first used
by Shearer (1938, p# 724) for the dominantly marine beds
of various types of shale, sand, and limestone.

The usage

was followed in the same year by Weeks (1938, pp# 966-967)
in his detailed stratigraphio study in Southern Arkansas,
in which he reported 2,275 feet of whit© sand, gray shale,
red shale, red sand, with varl-colored gravel pebbles of
chert and quartzite in th© Schuler, field in Union County of
Southern Arkansas*

The Cotton Valley was defined as a

formational unit by Bazzard (1939, pp# 156-165)#

In 1940

Imlay (p# 85) stated that the red beds known as the Schuler
facies in Southern Arkansas are separated from the Hosston
formation above and th© Buckner formation below by disconformities, and the dark shale facies of Louisiana is
'
shouXdf feV'noted' "here '^iisi^"'throatbu^'r"ihis report
all total depths given for oil and gas wells are Sehlumberger depths except where otherwise stated* These are usu
ally within one or two feet of the driller’s total depth#
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conformable with the adjoining formations*

The thickness

of the Cotton Valley formation is given by Imlay (1940,
p. 2) as 3,175 feet in north Louisiana*

Swain (1944,

p* 582) raised the Cotton Valley formation to the rank
of a group and subdivided it into a lower formation called
the Bossier and an upper formation called the Schuler*
In Ouachita Parish the California Company *s Walter
Maxey No* 2 well, in sec* 32, I* 18 N«, R* IB*, encoun
tered 1,121 feet of Cotton Valley sediments from a depth
of 8,750 feet to total depth, 9,871 feet*

The upper 416

feet consists mainly of dark gray to black, splintery
shales, interbedded with occasional thin layers of gray
limestone and fine-grained, slightly calcareous sandstone*
The lower 705 feet has been cored continuously.

The log

of this cored interval, taken from original descriptions,
modified locally by the writer on the basis of restudy of
the cores, is as follows*
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log of O A b i m m i A m m m t ' a

wjamn mmm

ho

*s

well

,sec *32,

18 $?*, I* 1 B#i OTAOKIfA PARISH, Z0HXSIAMA
CORED ItMRVAi, 0l66**9871*
DEPOT
tmm\
9106
9169

*
*

9170*5*
9179

*

9169,5
9170*5

fHIOCTESS
P3MTOimOH
ffhale* slightly oaloarsous, black,
splintery, fossiliferoug*
terates well-rounded ohert
quarts pebbles ia sandy
matrix; with lenses of

9179
9226

9226

*

9230

9230

*

9292

3*5

slightly calcareous,
with quartz granules*
black fossiliferous5 with
lenses of
inssi b b &»

8.5

8 hals>

slightly calcareous, fine*
Stealf* calcareous, gray to black,
splintery, fossiliferou®*
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02

9292

*

9304

9304

*

9305

, sandy, black, and
, non*calcareous*

9305

*

953©

Sandstone* fine, shaly to silty,
slightly to non*calcareous*

30

Shale. calcareous to non-calcar*
ecus gray to black, slightly
to moderately fossiliferous;
with lenses of
Sandstone* fine; and
Xtstone

66

9335

9401

9541

*

*

*

9401

9541

9502*5

calcareous, fine*

Sandstone* fine to silty, slightly
^ ^ l U n l t i e to micaceous,
slightly fossiliferous,
sale ite-yeined; with lenses of
ahmle, gray*
SffeM©« gray to black, splintery,
fosslliferous*

IS

140
21.5

34

9562.5-

9574

Shale, calcareous, gray to black,
splintery, fossiliferous.

11*5

2a

13

9574

-

9587

«* 9605

Shale, hard. fossiliferous, asphalt!o* IS

9505

-

9608

M

9508

*

9628

Sandstone, fine, gray, oil spotted;
rath lenses of
Shale* slightly calcareous, gray to
black, hard*

20

Bl^ale, abundantly carbonaceous, nonealeareous, black, hard,
slightly fossiliferousj with
lenses of
a
fine, o&lcareoua*

43*8

, slightly calcareous and
micaceous, fine; with numerous
thin layers of
Shale. black, asphaltic*

42. 5

9888

-

9671*5-

9714
9748
9750

9765

9768

-

-

-

9792.5-

9796

9847

-

-

9587

9671.5

9714

9748
9750
9768

9768

ESMPM*

calcareous, fine, hard,
folsillferous, oil-stained *

34

gfeale. black, hark, non-calcareous,
fossiliferous*

Z

^aasSsaa. slightly calcareous and
micaelous, fine, hard, oilstained*

15

Shale., slightly sandy, gray to
black, hart* fossiliferous,
asphaltic*

«

3

9792*8

Sandstone, calcareous, fine, hard,
tight, asphaltic.

24.5

9796

Shale, moderately calcareous, gray
to black, slightly
fossiliferous, asphaltic.

3*5

9847

9848

Sandstone, micaceous, fine, hard,
tifit, slightly fossiliferous,
oil-stained.
Shale. slightly calcareous, hard,
fossiliferous, asphaltic#

81
1

35
9848

-

9875.5

Sandstone, slightly calcareous, fine,
gray, hard, tight, fossiliferous,
oil-stained; with numerous thin
layers of
Shale, black.

25.5

(Note: Driller’s depth is 2.5 feet greater than
Sehlumberger depth.)
TOTAL

707.5

The California Company’s Brown Paper Mill No. 1 well
encountered about 1,382 feet of Cotton Valley sediments.
The total depth was 10,537 feet and the last 1,000 feet was
cored almost continuously, the lower 375 feet consisting of
dense, gray fossiliferous limestone with caleite veinlets.
Near the bottom of the cored interval a layer of conglomer
ate about two feet thick was encountered.
The Cotton Valley beds In Ouachita Parish are entirely
marine sediments consisting mainly of calcareous, argillaceous,
and silty and fine-grained arenaceous materials.

A layer of

well-rounded, tightly cemented, pea-sized chert and quartz
pebbles encountered in each of the three wells penetrating
these beds, strongly suggests that disconformities are
present in the Cotton Valley group throughout this parish.
The entire section is tightly cemented, since both permea
bility and porosity are very low.

Although oil shows occur

in the various sands of the Cotton Valley group, only gas
is produced, in the Calhoun field, in which the California
Company’s Walter Maxey No. 1 well was the discovery well.
The following oil fields in North Louisiana, all out
side of Ouachita Parish, are known to be produced from the
Cotton Valley group:
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Lake Blstineau Field

Bienville Pariah

Benton Field

Bossier Pariah

Athens Field

Claiborne Parish

Lisbon Field

Claiborne and Lincoln
Parishes

Choudrant, Tremont, Knowles,
and Inston Fields

Lincoln Parish

Beekman Field

Morehouse Parish

DfArbonne Field

Union Parish

Cotton Valley Field

Webster Parish

Haynesvllle Field

Webster and Claiborne
Parishes

Shongaloo Field

Webster Parish

The following Cotton Valley fossils were reported
for Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas by Imlay (1941, p. £60):
Pseudomonotls louisianensis Imlay
Tancredia louisianensis Imlay
Nuculana sp.
Tancredia texana Imlay
Astarte of# brevlacola Cragin
Quenstedtla ? sp.
Protocardia sp.
Istheria of. murehisoniae Jones
Plaounopsis sp.
Exogyra sp.
Gryphaea sp.
Cyrena ? sp.
Martin (1943, p. 25) reported the following fossils
in Cotton Valley samples from Webster Parish, Louisiana:
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0Stl £a sp *
Gryphaea sp.
Exogyra sp.
Nuculana sp.
Tancredia louisianensis Imlay
Eoguttullna
Guttulina
Massilina
Bairdia 7
Bairdiocyprls ?
Cythereis
Cytherella
Cytheridea
Cytheromorpha ?
Gyprides
Paracypris
All the genera listed by Martin have too great a
vertical range to be of any diagnostic value for the Cotton
Valley.
The Shreveport Geological Society (1945* Vol. 1, Notes
on correlation and nomenclature* not paged) revised scan© of
the late Paleozoic and Jurassic formations below the Cotton
Valley group as follows:
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Former Nomenclature

1945 Nomenclature

.. ..... UALIAJJJU.'
Buckner formation

Jurassic

Buckner formation

Jurassic

Smack over limestone Smackover limestone
( unconformity
ferphlet tongue
Salt or Red Bed Louann Salt
Eagle Clasti es
Permian V
Mills
Louann tongue

Werner anhydrite
with underlying
red beds and
co ngl omerate
unconformity
Eagle Mills format!on

Late
Paleozoic
Morehouse formation

The Morehouse is
interpreted as a
marine wedge of
Eagle Mills age

Late
Paleozoic
probably
Permian
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Gretaceoua System
Oo&huilan Series
Muero lean a M Bur&nge groups
Ho aston formation*

The Boss ton formation was named

after the town of Hosston, Oaddo Parish; the Bixie Oil
Company Bobertehaw Ho* 92 (Billion Bo* 92) in see* 15* T*
a

H*» R* 13 W*t Caddo Parish* was designated as the type

well*

This type section is about 2,000 feet thick and con

sists mainly of gray and red shale and sandstone, of which
gray sandstone predominates toward the base (Imlay, 1940,
p* 23 )*
The name, Hosston, has been chosen by the Shreveport
Geological Society to designate the beds lying above the
Cotton Talley wf o m t i

a m below the Sligo formation*

Xt was first used by Xmlay to replace the name, Travis Peak,
used by earlier workers, because the strati graphic equiva
lents of the type Travis Pe&k formation in Texas are present
in the lower part of the Fine Island formation which lies
above the Boast on formation flmlay, 1940, pp# 28-30} •

Xmlayfs

correlation of the Travis Peak with the Pine Island is based
on the occurrence of the ammonites Bufrenova and Proohelonleer^a, which mark the Travis Peak formation In Texas and the
upper Aptian stag© of European section in the lower part of
the Pine Island*

The occurrence of these fossils in the Pine

Island formation refutes the argument of those geologists
who consider the Hosston formation as the down&ip equivalent
of the Travis Peak formation*
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Wells have penetrated about 3,500 feet of Hosston
formation in Ouachita Parish#

The sequence consists mainly

of white# gray to hrownish-gray, and dark gray, hard, very
fine-grained, slightly glauconitic, calcareous sandstones
and red shales, interbedded with sandy shales and limestones#
la Southern Arkansas the thickness of the Hosston
ranges from 800 feet to 1,600 feet (Imlay, 1940, p# Sj#

For

northwestern Louisiana, Murray (194®, p# 61) reported over
£,500 feet of Hosston formation in Be Soto and Bed Blver
Parishes#

Martin (1943, p# £9) reports that the normal thick

ness of the Hosston formation In Webster Parish varies be
tween 1,900 feet and 2,100 feet, with an abnormally thick
section in the Union Producing Company *s Walker Unit No* 1
well near Sibley, where the thickness is 3,482 feet, possibly
due to the location of this well in the area of the Miaden
syncline*
The Hosston sediments in Ouachita Parish are predom
inantly marginal and deltaic*

The occasional black shales,

and the glauconites in the sandstones, are the only indica
tions of marine origin#

The general lithology of the for

mation indicates marginal and interfingering with marine
sediments of shallow environment*

The age of the Hosston

formation, as defined by fossils, is Cretaceous, older than
Trinity (Imlay, 1940, p# 305 Xmlay, 1944, 1945)#
Only well cuttings were available to the writer for
determination of lithology#

Ho evidence of an unconformity

at the base of the Hosston was noted, and the contact with
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Figure 7

r

Section of Hosston Formation in
California Company's Brown Paper
Mill No. 1 Well, Sec. 10, T. 16
N., E. 3 E.

It
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the overlying Sligo formation is gradational*
Sli^o formation*

(See Jig* ?)•

Sligo is the term proposed by the

Shreveport Geological Society for gray to hrown shales con
taining local leases of sandstone and limestone*

These

strata comprise the lower portion of the Glen Hose formation*
At the type locality (Sligo field of Bossier Parish* north
western Louisiana}* the hase of the Sligo Is defined by the
uppermost red beds of the Hosston formation and the top by
the highest of three limestone units commonly called the
"Three-finger* limestone*

In northern Louisiana it contains

locally one or two porous oolitic limestone lentils known as
the Pettet limestone (lmlayt 1940, p* 30}*
The Sligo formation in Ouachita Parish is averaged 280
to 350 feet thick* largely gray shale with lenses of gray
limestone and sandstonef this formation* however, is trun
cated in the northeastern portion of the Parish, sections
20, 30, T* 20 H*, R* 5 R*, sections 1, 2, 11, IB, T* 10 R*,
R* 5 B., (See Plate 7) by the Monroe gas rock and Midway
sediments*

It contains, In the upper part immediately be

low the "Three-finger* limestone, about 40 feet of dark,
oolitic, argillaceous to very sandy limestone with shale*
This is called the Pettet zone or Pettet limestone, and is
the producing zone of Athens, Bear Greek, Garterville, Dris
coll, Haynesville, Sligo, Lake Bistineau, and Lisbon fields
of north Louisiana*

The Pettet limestone lentils do not

ooeur In the same stratigraphic positions In th® various fields
(Imlay, 1940, p. 30}*.
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Fig* 8 is a section of the Sligo formation in Oua
chita Parish from the California Company1a Walter Maxey No*
2 well in see* 32* T* 18 N#* B* 1 3S*

is based on cuttings*

The lithology shown

Apparently the "Three-finger,f lime

stone is absent in this vicinity*

The contact of the Sligo

formation with the underlying Hosston formation in Ouachita
Parish appears from cuttings to be gradational* a color
change being the only means of differentiating the two in
the wells studied*
Imlay*8 latest correlation (1944) interprets the
Sligo as the upper transitional f a de s of the Hosston* and
hence a part of the Coahullan series*
Comanchean Series
Trinity group
Pine Island formation*

The Pine Island formation

was first defined by Crider (1938* p# 1660) for ,beds re
garded by 1mlay (1940* p* 32) as Hosston formation*

How

ever, the name* Pin© Island, was originally proposed by the
Shreveport Geological Society for the dark marine shales and
limestone above the uppermost red beds of the Hosston for
mation (then called Travis Peak) and below the "James lime
stone" lentil.

The Shreveport Geological Society has sub

sequently decided to restriot the name* Pine Island* to the
dark shales with some interbedded limestone and sandstone
lying above the "Three-finger" limestone lentil and below
the "James limestone" member#

The restricted Pine Island

i

Gray to brown shale
and lenses of sandstone
Gray oolitic limestone

Slige formatii

Gray, porous, oolitic
limestone
*

J

Figure 8

Section of Sligo Formation in
California Company*s Walter
Maxey No* 2 Well, Sec. 32, T.
IB N * , R* 1 F*
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formation contains some red beds and is much shaller than
the underlying Sligo formation*

The type locality is the

Pine Island field of northwestern Louisiana (Imlay, 1940,
p. 32).
Bxeept that the Pine Island formation is truncated
by the Monroe gas rook and Midway sediments in the north
east part of Ouachita Parish (See Plate 7}, it is repre
sented by 200 to 230 feet of hard, gray to brown shale,
interbedded with thin layers of white and brown, very fine
to fine-grained sandstone*

Limestones have also been

reported from wells within the parish*
The section in the M* W* Shrlver, Mrs* H* K* Coon
et al*, Ho* 1 well, sec* 1, T* 16 H., B* 1 E*, Ouachita
Parish, is shown in Fig* 9*
This formation has been reported to be from 300 to
400 feet thick in Webster Parish (Martin, 1943, p. 33), and
125 to 200 feet thick in De Soto and Bed fiiver Parishes
(Murray, 194©, p* 64)*
Imlay (1940, p* 35) assigned the Pine Island forma
tion to the lower part of the Trinity because It contains
species of the ammonites Dufrenova* Proohelonleeraa * and
others*
In Ouachita Parish the Pine Island appears to be
conformable with both underlying and overlying beds* (See
Fig* 9).
Jfflnea formation*

It Is generally accepted that the

"James limestone* is the subsurface equivalent of the Dierks
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Gray, b ard shale
w i t h thin lenses
of limestone

Gray, herd shale
w i t h thin layers
of fine-grained
sandstone

T in e Is la n d
fo rm a tio n

G lig o

Figure 9
-Ax.,-

G r a y to brown,
h ard shale w ith
layers of very
fine, w h i t e to
b r o w n sandstone

fo rm a tio n

Section of Pine Island Formation in
M. W . Shriver, Mrs. H. H. Coon et al.,
No. 1 Well, Sec. 1, T. 16 N., R. I E .

{.
r
i
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limestone cf southern iok&iis&s (Weeks, 1938, p* 970; Imlay
1945, pp» 1947, pp* 1447*1448)*

Tills formation, previously

Called ttffa*es saoao*'* by Or ago aac; W'arren (1939, p* S90), Is
a porous, oolitic, su&dy, foosillfcrous lime store at the base'
of the Rodessa formation of the "lower Glen. Bose"*

This Zone

m s named for the 95**foot Interval from 0,8B0 to 0,915 feet in
the Arkansas Fuel Oil Go* To J « © s I?©# 1 well, see* 14, T* BO JSU,
Um IB*, Uhlbn lari eh, Louisiana#
e

It has also been called the

M-

"lames limestone" in various reports, and was at one time
included in the Bodes sa formation*

Th© "ifernes aone" appear to

have been first used as a fbmatlonal name by Murray (194©, p.64).
The James formation is represented in Ouachita Parish,
©accept the northeast part, by approximately 150 feet of gray
oolitic limestone interbedded with gray calcareous shale
and very fin©*grain®d calcareous sandstone (Figure 10)*

In the

northeast corner the formation Is truncated by the Monroe gas
rock and Midway sediments (Flat© 6, 7)*

The proportions vary

from place to place, shale being the minor constituent In all
observed wells#

In Be Soto and Bed River Parishes the formation

has an average thickness ©f EGO feet and consists largely of
interbedded dark limestone and shales (Murray, 1948, p* ©5)#
In southern -Arkansas the "James limestone" member consists of
oolitic, eoqulnoid to sandy gray limestone and fin© sand from
70 to 100 feet In thickness (Weeks, p# 901)* In Ouachita Parish
the James formation appears to b© conformable with adjacent
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- 5000
Rodessa
formation

^

\
(

^

3

James
^
format ion---

f
\

S
/
- 5200
Pine Island
formation

Figure 10
t

i

Oolitic, coquinoid to sandy,
gray to white limestone,
Calcareous,white,
fine-to medium-grained
sandstone.
Calcareous sandstone
l-.o awnrly _cal y T

*
„

i
\

Section of James Formation in ;California Companyfs Walter
Mazey No* 2 Well* Sec* 32, T*~
18 N«, R. 1 E.
'-
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formations*
Rodessa formation.

The name "Rodessa member" of

the "Lower Glen Rose" is shown in the Shreveport Geological
Society Guidebook, Fourteenth Annual Field Trip (1939, p,
156) as Including all of the beds between the Pine Island
member and the Glen Rose anhydrite in the Glen Rose sub
group,

The "Rodessa member" is described as consisting of

marine limestones, oolites, coquinas, shales, and thin an
hydrite stringers.

The type locality Is in the Rodessa

field of northeastern Texas, northwestern Louisiana, and
southwestern Arkansas,

Imlay (1940, p. 33) appears to be

the first to make published reference to the Rodessa as a
formation.

This usuage was followed by Weeks and Alexander

(1942, Fig, 5), and Murray, (1948, p, 85),

Weeks and Alex

ander (1942, p, 1477) report 413 feet of mainly red to
dull brown shale with streaks of fine-grained whit© sand
and sandy limestone in the Phillips Petroleum Company Mar
cus Justiss Ho, 3 well, sec, 18, T, 18 S., R, 17 W,, in
Union County, Arkansas,

In Be Soto and Red River Parishes,

Louisiana, the formation averages 500 feet in thickness
and consists of dark colored, porous limestones, limy shales,
anhydrite, mudstones, and sandstones.

The limestones are

frequently oolitic, and a few red beds are present (Murray,
1948, p, 65),

Grage and Warren (1939, p, 289) report 560

to 610 feet of Rodessa in the Lisbon Field, Lincoln and
Claiborne Parishes,
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The Rodessa formation is .present throughout most. If
not all, of Ouachita Parish, with an average thickness of
550 feet# Well cuttings indicate that the formation con%
slats of gray to reddish shale, limy shale, and whit© to
brownish fine-grained sandstones, with occasional streaks
of gray, dense to porous, locally oolitic limestone*

About

80 feet from the bottom of the overlying Perry lake anhy
drite the Rodessa formation contains two anhydrite "stringers"
a few feet thick*

The reddish shales and the two anhydrite

"stringers" promote easy recognition*

(See Pig* II)* *

The Rodessa formation is conformably overlain by the
Perry Lake anhydrite, except in the northern portion of the
parish, where it Is truncated by the Monro# gas rock (Plate
5, Section DP*)*

On the basis of known tnfomatlon It is

assigned to the middle Trinity*
Perrv Lake anhydrite*

For southern Arkansas, Imlay

(1940, p* 35) repprts that the Perry Lake anhydrite consists
of about 250 feet of whit© to gray, finely crystalline an
hydrite which contains minor amounts of interbedded gray
to black shale, dense limestone, and dolomite*

It lies con

formably between the Rodessa and Mooringsport formations*
Imlay states that "the name, *Perry Lake anhydrite* replaces
Olen Rose massive anhydrite* *

In D© Soto and Red River

Parishes, Louisiana, the Ferry Lake anhydrite, commonly
known as the "massive anhydrite", consists of 200 to 250
feet of gray to white, crystalline anhydrite with small

SI
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I

Gray .a. 'l> p o r o u s and oolitic,
lii/iestone, t;r-y to rea shale
and stringer o f anhydrite*

Red s n a l e and line-trained
sandstone.
5000

- 5100 JT

X

Oolitic limestone•

-

5200

Fine-grained sandstone*
-

-5 3 0 0 -

Jones format!)

Figure 11

Gray i^arl, gray and rea
interbeuaed with f i n e -^raine.
sandstone*

5400

Section of Rodessa Formation in
Kingwood Oil Company*s Pardee Co*,
No. 1 Well, Sec. 10, T. 16 N., R. 3 E.

*
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amounts of interbedded gray to black shale, limestone, and
dolomite.

In these parishes it Is conformable with the

formations above and below*

(Murray, 1948, p. 67),

In Ouachita Parish the Ferry Lake anhydrite is pre
sent beneath an estimated 70 percent of the parish area*
Its thickness is 200 to 250 feet and its lithology agrees
In general with that of other areas*

About ©ae«*fifth of

the section consists of shale in this parish*

Fossils are

very rare, probably due to ah extremely high salinity of
the depositional environment*

Xmlay (1940, p. 06) sugges

ted the possibility that the deposit Ional environment was
lagoonal, although no enclosing barrier has been discovered*
The Ferry Lake anhydrite lies conformably between
the Mooringsport formation above and the Bodessa formation
below*

Where truncated by younger beds this formation is

overlain uneonformably by the Tuscaloosa formation (Flat©
3, Section AA*} and by the Monroe gas rock (Flat© 6, Sec
tion DBf)*

It is assigned to the middle Trinity*

(See

also Flat© 12)*
Mooringsport formation*

Imlay (1940, p# 36) defined

the Mooringsport formation as including the dominantly ma
rine shale and limestone lying above the Ferry Lake anhy
drite and below the red shales and sands of the Paluzy for
mation*

Its lower boundary Is fairly abrupt$ Its upper

boundary is transitional*

It corresponds to the upper por

tion of the Glen Bose limestone of Texas and the D@ Queen
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limestone of southern Arkansas (Imlay, 1944),

In southern

Arkansas the entire formation grades to red shales of the
overlying Paluxy formation*

(Weeks, 1938, p* 972)*

The Mooringsport formation is present beneath most
of the area of Ouachita Parish except In the northeastern
corner where It is truncated and overlapped by the Creta
ceous (Plates 6,7)*

The normal thickness is 750 feet,

thinning to zero in the area of truncation (Plate 6, Section
DD* )•

The Mooringsport is conformable with the underlying

Ferry lake anhydrite with a distinct lithologlc break, and
is also conformable with overlying Paluxy formation, the
contact being transitional and extremely difficult to pick
on the electric log*

LIthologically, however, the latter

contact is marked by the presence of red shale and fine
grained sandstones in the basal Paluxy*

The Mooringsport

formation consists of dark gray, calcareous shale and dense,
white limestone in the upper portion, and dense, dark gray,
locally oolitic limestone, with two stringers of anhydrite,
in the lower portion*

The anhydrite stringers are situated

from 150 to 250 feet above the bottom of the formation and
are each from ten to twenty feet thick*
Palnxv formation*

The Paluxy formation is present

only in the southern half of Ouachita Parish, where it is
truncated and overlapped throughout most, if not all, of
Its subsurface extent by the Gulfian Tuscaloosa formation
(Plates 5,6, Sections CC# and DDf)•

It reaches a maximum

encountered thickness of slightly over 500 feet in the
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extreme south part of the parish, consisting here of red,
brovm, and gray, locally calcareous shales, gray to white
sandstones, and gray limestone*

Gastropod and a few

other marine shell fragments have been observed in the
well cuttings*
The Paluxy formation contains the main producing
zones of the Delhi and West Delhi Fields*

Bloomer (1946,

p* 17) stated that these productive zones are a series of
stratigraphic traps which formed during the upwarping of
the Monroe region*
The Paluxy formation has an average thickness of
approximately 1,800 feet in D© Soto and Bed River Parishes
(Murray, 1948, p* 68)*

The maximum encountered thickness

of 500 feet reported above for Ouachita Parish, is due to
truncation of the formation by the Tuscaloosa formation*
The Paluxy formation is equivalent to the upper
Trinity of Texas,

It has been interpreted In Texas by Hill

(1901, p. 170) as a shoreward sandy facies of the upper
part of the Glen Rose formation.
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Com&noh ©eu • Gulfiam Contact
In Ouachita Parish the Gulfian Series lies uncon-*
formably on toe truncated Trinity sediments*
the pre-Gulfi&u geology of the parish*

Plate 7 shows

The older Gulf1 an

deposits (Tusoaloosa^agle Pord*Austin) also have been
tilted and truncated*

They are overlapped by younger

Gulfian (Taylor and Mavarro) sediments*
The ©rosional surface on which the Tuscaloosa forma*
tion rests was tilted by the Monroe tlplift*

It has a

refief of more than 8,500 feet within tfe© pari to*

The

depth to this surface is less than 8,300 feet in the north*
eastern portion of the parish and almost 5,000 feet at the
southwestern corner*

The southwestward slop© is about 65

feet per mile from the northeastern portion to the center
of the parish, gradually steepening toward the southwestern
portion, where it is about 190 feet per mile*

It is in

this area of sout hwestwar& warping, on the flank of the
Monroe tjplift, that the Tuscaloosa formation is truncated
fey the Midway group, such truncation continuing toward the
northeast, beyond Ouachita Parish*
Gulflan Series
Woodbine group
Tuscaloosa formation*

The name ^Tuscaloosa*1 was pro*

posed fey &aith and Johnson (1087, pp* 18, 95) for the lower*
most part of the Cretaceous of Alabama, exposed in the vicinity
of Tuscaloosa*

The rocks of toe type locality ar© purple

and mottled clays Interbedded with white, yellowish*
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white* pink, and light purpl©t micaceous sands,

Hear the

base are dark gray, laminated clays with sand partings and,
locally, carbonaceous or lignitic mat©rials+

There are no

fossils except lignite or leaf Imprints*
In Ouachita Parish the Tuscaloosa is represented by
non*calcareous and calcareous, gray to red shales, locally
containing pyrlte and siderite nodules*

Occasional streaks

of tuffaceous materials and fine-grained, white, micaceous
sands and gravels are found*

The formation has a normal

thickness of slightly over 600 feet, south and southwest
of Monroe, thinning with truncation toward the northeast*
The truncated limit of subsurface occurrence trends south*
southeast from near Ouachita Olty to a point several miles
east of Monroe, where it swings southeast and about five
miles south of Hayville, In Richland Parish, it swings east
and then east-northeast, closely parallel to the northern
limit of the Delhi oil field.
In the northern part of Ouachita Parish the Tuscaloosa
rests uneonformably on the Pine Island, Rodessa, lames, and
Perry Lake formations*

In the central and southern part

of the parish the Tuscaloosa uneonformably overlies the
Mooringsport and Paluxy formations*

Farther south and

southeast from the parish the Tuscaloosa rests uneonforma
bly on the Washita-Frederlcksburg groups (Plate 3, Section
AA*)*

The Tuscaloosa appears to be conformable with the

overlying Gulflan sediments*
The time Interval represented by the unconformity
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between the Tuscaloosa and earlier formations must have
been very long since several rock units present in the
normal section south and southwest of the Monroe uplift
are absent in Ouachita Parish*
Eagle Ford group
The term "Eagle Ford* was first used by R*T* Hill
(1887, pp« £98-299) for a fossiliferous stratum of blue to
yellowish shales which overlies the Timber Oreek group of
Woodbine age, and underlies the Balias limestone of Austin
age*
Equivalents of the Eagle Ford in Ouachita Parish
consist of calcareous, gray to brown shales with thin lenses
of fine-grained sandstone*

This formation is present in

the southwestern part of the parish with a maximum thickness
of about 150 feet, but is absent in the northeastern part,
where it is truncated and overlain by the Monroe gas rook
(Plate 0, Section BD*)*
L#W* Stephenson (1929, pp* 1327-13S8) pointed out
that in Texas the Eagle Ford rests uneonformably on the
Woodbine*

He also noted an unconformity between the Eagle

Ford and the overlying Austin chalk#
Murray {1948, p# 72) also reported unconformities
above and below the Eagle Ford in Be Soto and Bed River
Parishes*
In Webster Parish the Eagle Ford is conformably overlain by the Tokio formation (Martin, 1943, p# 50)#
In Ouachita Parish the Eagle Ford lies conformably
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on the Tuscaloosa formation*

It appears to b© overlain

conformably by th© Austin group under the southwestern
half of the parish and uneonformably by the Monroe gas roek,
where it is truncated in a northwest trending belt north
of Monroe*
Austin group
Austin limestone was the term first used by Shumard
(1860, pp* 585,585) for the fossiliferous, cream-colored,
earthy limestone exposed in the vicinity of ^ustin, Texas*
A regional unconformity separates the group from the Taylor
in Texas (Stephenson, 1©S9, p* 1538)*
In Ouachita Parish th© maximum section of these beds
is 400 feet, in the southwestern part*

A twelve-nail©-wide

belt of thinning due to truncation of the Austin group
roughly bisects the parish in a northwest-southeast direction,
and in the northeastern portion of the parish no Austin is
present.

The group includes sands and shales with varying

amounts of chalk, principally toward th© base.

Th© middle

portion contains sandy shale, sands, and small amounts of
gray shale.

The upper portion is composed mainly of gray

shale interbedded with brown shale, sand, and limy sand.
Th© upper and lower contacts of the group and the Individual
formations within the group are very difficult to distin
guish from electric logs or well cuttings.

SJxtensIve In

quiries and examination of available well logs Indicate
that no cores have been taken in the Austin group of Ouachita
Parish.

The break at the top of the Austin group is reflected
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by a change from the sandy character of the overlying Taylor
to the calcareous or chalky shale of the Austin*

The break

at the base is marked by a change from the limy character
of the lowest Austin to the non-calcareous clay or shale
of the uppermost Eagle Iford*

Both of these contacts are

conformable*
Although fossils were observed in well cuttings#
there is a lack of conclusive paleontologic data*

The

important fossils observed in the Austin group in De Soto
and Bed River Parishes have been listed by Murray (1948*
pp* 73-74)*
Taylor-Navarro groups
The term "Taylor" was first used by Hill (1892, p* 73)
for the Taylor or Exogvra nonderosa marls in Taylor Prairie
of Central Texas*

The term as used included 1,200 feet

of chalky clays containing the pelecypod Bxogvra nonderosa*
The name "Navarro" was first applied to the fossiliferous blue and gray clays in Navarro County of Texas
by Shumard (1861, p* 189)*
In Ouachita Parish the Taylor-Navarro groups are
represented by a maximum thickness of 400 feet of predom
inantly sandy, shaly, and chalky sediments occurring in
the subsurface of the entire parish*

This maximum thick

ness is in the southwestern part of the parish, and the
series thins northeastward toward the center of the Monroe
uplift*

The following section was encountered in the M*W.

Shriver Mrs* H*H* Coon No* 1 well in sec* 1, T* 16 N*, B* 1 E*
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Elevation 218 feet above sea level.
Depth
2,670

2,745

2,809

T o p of Gulfian Series.

Gray, calcar
eous shale, Interbedded with fine
grained sandstone and streaks of
chalky limestone.

75*

Top of Nacatoch. Gray to white chalk,
interbedded with gray, calcareous
to non-oalcareous shale and fine
grained fossiliferous sand.

64’

Top of Saratoga. White to gray, fossil
iferous chalk and marl, with fine
grained sands.

19f

2,828

Top of Marlbrook formation. Predominant
ly gray, fossiliferous limy shale or
marl.
107*

2,935

Top of ^nnona formation. Taylor group.
Mainly fossiliferous gray to white
chalk or marl.

2,980

To p

of Qzan formation.

Taylor group.

Fine-grained, white sands, Inter
bedded with calcareous sands and
marl.
3,070

45*

90*

Bottom of Taylor group.

In the California Company*s Walter Meacey No. 2 well,
sec. 32, T. 18 N., R. IE., about seven miles to the north
west of the M.W. Shriver well, the following section was
noted:
Elevation 204 feet above sea level.
Depth.
2,598

2,690

Top

Top

of Marlbrook. Fossiliferous, gray
marl, Interbedded with lenses of
fine-grained sands.

92*

of Aimona. Taylor group. Fossil
iferous, white to light gray chalk
and marl •

40 *

ei

2,730

2,798

Top of Qzan. Taylor group* Fine
grained ealeareous sands, inter
bedded with marl and shale*

681

Bottom of Taylor group*

The Taylor-Navarro group generally are believed to
rest in part on an erosion surface which truncates the
Eagle Ford, Tuscaloosa, and possibly locally th© Paluxy
formation, as well as other formations to the apex of *the
Monroe uplift (Fergus, 1935, p. 750, Fig* 3)*

An alter

native interpretation of the stratlgraphic relations of
this group is discussed under the Monroe gas rock*
Monroe gas rock
The name "Monroe gas rock" has been loosely applied
to a gas-bearing, massive, light-gray to gray, porous,
sandy, sometimes fossiliferous, argillaceous chalk and
chalky sand occurring in the area of the Monroe uplift*
According to Fergus (1935, p* 751} the name has consider
able standing as a formational name and is restricted to
that part of the Gulfian which is equivalent in age to the
so-called "Chalk Series" of Louisiana, that is, the series
ranging from Saratoga to Annona, inclusive, in age*

Later

Fergus (1947, p* 3) restated that the Monroe gas rock is a
part of the Navarro formation and th© equivalent of the
Nacatoch sand*
The Monroe gas rook is continuous in the subsurface
of Ouachita Parish, having a thickness ranging from less
than 20 feet to around 110 feet (Plate 8), reaching an
average thickness of 200 feet in the Monroe gas field
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Cfergua, 1935, p * 7 5 l J V

In southeastern Arkansas the

thickness 'approximates^(Tfeei '(&*
communication) *

Murray, personal

fh© lithology agrees generally with th©

description given in th© preceding paragraph#

the gas

production of Ouachita Parish, and of th® Monroe gas
field in general, is from these beds#
The Taylor**Havarro groups have been generally inter
preted as truncating older formations in the northeastern
portion of th© parish and northeastward, and extending in
thin development, over the Monro© uplift#

An alternative

interpretation, for which the writer admittedly has no
good evidence, is that the Monroe gas rock truncates the
faylor^Havarro groups, and may be lower Midway rather than
Qulfian in age#

This hypothesis may be expanded as follows#

During Gulfian time th© southwestern portion of the Monro©
uplift was an area of more or less continuous uplift as
Indicated by the regressive offflapping relations of the
Gulfian formations#

In post-Mavarro time th© region was

reduced to a low, comparatively flat erosion surface*

This

was followed by a slight submergence of th© entire region
of the Monro© uplift in early Midway time*

Deposition of

the Monroe gas rock took place during this submergence, its
variations in thickness being controlled In part by the
relief on th© submerged surface*

The environment of depo

sition was similar to that of th© preceding Taylor-Wavarro
groups and somewhat different from that of the subsequent
Midway black shale deposition#

This would tend to yield

a fossil assemblage In the Monroe gas rook more like that
of the Taylor-Navarro groups than that of later Midway#
However, the fossils of the Monroe gas rook are poorly
preserved and difficulty identifiable, and the writer con
siders the paleontological evidence for or against thi9
hypothesis to be inconclusive#

The ©lapse of a considerable

period of time between the termination of Cretaceous
deposition and the aeeumualat ion of the earliest Tertiary
deposits# and the lithologle similarity between the basal
Tertiary and the latest Cretaceous of the general region
has been discussed by Moody (1931, pp# 538-539)*
The Monroe gas rock generally has been regarded a®
being overlain uneonformably by the Clayton formation#
This conclusion apparently is based on the assumption that
the Monroe gas rock is Gulfian and the Clayton is Faleoeene
(Midway)*

On the basis of the hypothesis discussed above,

the relations between the Monro© gas rock and the litheo
logically similar Clayton must be determined by subsurface
data which is lacking in Ouachita Parish#
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Tertiary System
Faleocene Series
Midway group
Smith (1386, p# 14), Aldrich (1386, p# 60), and
Skaith and Johnson (1837? pp* 62-68, 70) used the name
Midway1* for the rooks now known as Clayton formation, th©
basal formation of the Midway group of modern usage« Later
Smith (1892) introduced th© name Clayton or Butledge lime
stone "for the impure limestone formerly known as Midway
group", £00 feet thick on Chattahoochee Elver*

Harris

(13944, p* 304) used "Midway*’ as a strati graphic and
paleontologic unit and called it ^Midway stag©", which in
cludes Matthew’s Landing marl {substage), Black Bluff clays
(substage), and Midway clay and limestone (substage)#

This

double use of Midway was subsequently employed for some time*
The Midway was named for exposures at Midway Landing on
the west side of the Alabama Elver, Wilcox County, Alabama#
The term "Midway" was introduced into Louisiana by Harris
and 7eatch (1399, pp# 63; Harris, 1902, p# 8)#

Two lo

calities were mentioned* (X) Kooky Spring Church, sec* £4,
T# 8 Ni, H. 11 W., on the Banes place, where a very impure
limestone occurs; and (2) King’s salt works, sec* 36, T* 13
H*, R# 8 W#

Other localities of probable Midway rocks

mentioned by Harris and Teatch were th© Black land areas
west of Mansfield, and Boda lake, half-way between Albany
and Henderson’s mills*

Th© Bocky Spring Church locality
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was referred to the babine ox Wilcox by Hov/e (19£5 B, pp.
170-**171; 1955, pp# 614-616)*

Uoo&y (1930, 1931) reported

on a detailed str atigraphio study of the Hid way of the
Sabine uplift*

Burry and LeBlano £1941, pp* 734-737) end

Murray and Thomas (1945, pp* 55-CO) also reported the
presence of Midway sediments in the Sabine uplift urea*
Recently Murray (1948, pp* 88-135) discussed the Hid*

way and redefined th© group in Louisiana to include all
beds below th© Marthaville formation of th© Wilcox group,
and above the Arkadelphia formation of the Gulfian series*
Following precedent he assigned the Midway to the Paleocene,
and he differentiated five formations, including three new
surface formations;
5*

Hall Summit formation (new)

4*

Logan sport formation (new)

3*

Naborton formation (new)

3*

Porters Greek formation

1*

Kincaid formation*

The Midway group is represented throughout Ouachita
Parish in the subsurface (see Fig* 13)*

It commonly has

been regarded as unconformably overlying the Monroe gas
rock that truncates earlier formations and extends over th©
Monroe uplift*

An alternative interpretation would include

the Monroe gas rock In th© Midway.

Because of insufficient

data the contact between the Midway and the Wilcox is ex**
tremely difficult to determine on both electrical and
drillers* logs*

Therefore the two sequences ar© combined
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on one isopach nap (Plato 9)*
In Ouachita Parish the Midway gr oup is recognizably
represented by the Clayton, or Kineaid , formation, the Por
ters Creek formation, and a ports.on of the Habor ton forriation.
The Clayton, or Kincaid consists mainly of calcareous,
occasionally chalky sand, and calcareous shale and sandy
shale*

It Is readily distinguished from the underlying

Monroe gas rock on electric logs*
formations

gxs

LIthologically the two

somewhat similar except for a distinctly

higher porosity In the Monroe gas rock*' The top of the
Clayton formation Is an excellent horizon for subsurface
structural contouring because of it.3 distinctive "kick" on
the electric logs*
The Porters Creek formation consists mainly of llgnitie black shale.

It is readily distinguished from the

underlying formation by both lithology and electric logs*
The Uaborton formation In Ouachita Parish is a transi
tional zone between the black shales of the Porters Creek
*

below and the sandy facies of what has generally been
called Saline, or Wilcox above.

The upper part of the

transitional zone corresponding to Murray’s Naborton
* formation is not always distinct in either lithology or
electric logs, and fossils are very rare*

Above this zone

It has not been possible to separate the Individual equi
valents of Murray’s Logansport and Hall Summit formations*
Current practice In this parish has been to place the

08

Midway-Wilcox contact at the hottcan of the sandy portion of
the transitional, or Naborton, zone.

In the light of

Murray*® recent work (1940, pp* 88-130) It should he noted
that the lower portion of the sequence generally referred
to the Wilcox In Ouachita Parish may actually be Midway*
However, the distinction is a difficult one to make, and
there are practical operating advantages in the current
practice referred to above*
The following thicknesses of the Porters Creek shale
(Midway black shale) are from well® in Ouachita Parish:
The California Company’s Breeee Lumber Company Mo* 1,
see* 8, T. 17 H., R* 5 B. - 838* £
The California Company*® Breece Lumber Company No, 3,
see* 30, T* 17 H*» K* 8 X* - 840* jfc
Roy L* Fisher Frimos-Gratz Ho. 1, sec. 31, T* 17 H.#
R* 4 1 * ^ 000* £
H*

W« Snowden - M. W, Shriver, Mrs* H. H. Coon Ho. 1,
sec* 1, T. 16 N., Hi 1 E« * 893* &

Petersen Drilling Company, Breece Lumber Company Ho.
3-1, see. 80, T. 17 H., R. 5 E„ - 830* £
Union Producing Company, Fee (133) Ho* 1, sec* 4,
T* 18 H., R* 4 1 # * 400 * ±
The California Company*® Maxey Ho. 13, sec* 83, T* 18
H., R. I E . - 880* £
•

Westgat© Greenland Oil Company*s Lewis Serner Sawmill
Ho* 1, sec* 9, T. 17 H., R* B E, - 800* ±
Klngwood Oil Company1® Pardee Ho* 1, see* 10, T. 10
H., R. 3 E. - 000* £
The California Company*s Brown Paper Mill Ho. 1, sec.
10, T. 16 H., R. 3 !£. - 000* ±
Union Oil Company ©f California, B.W. Pipe® Ho. 1,
see* 19, T, 19 H. , R. 0 1. - 480* £
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Taylor*Kirby Drilling Company1® &* M* Clark Ho# 1#
sec# 10# T* SO H*, R* 7 E* «* 4301 ±
Atlantic Oil Companyfs Louisiana Central Ho# R-l,
(Viatea Field)# sec# SO# T* 13 H*, R* 3 E*,
Caldwell Paris!* * 630* &
Onion Producing Company# Grossett Unit Ho* A~l,

sec# 6# X# SS H* , R# 6 E* * 6101 ^
The following thicknesses of Porters Creek (Midway
black shale) hare been reported in adjacent areas?
Pine Island field

(Grider# 1939# p* 170)

gs&t
lo

Homer field

{Spooner# 1939# p* 300)

450

Dixie field

(Shearer and Hutson*
1930, p* 740)

300*400

Richland field

(Cordon, 1931, p« 777)

600

Cotton Valley field

(Ross, 1931, p# 7)

600

Monroe field

(Fergus, 1933, p* 749)

450

Zwolle area

(Heithecksr, 1934, p. 3)

500-550

Caldwell Parish

(Boner, 1959, p, 64)

550-600

LaSalle Parish

(Huaer, 1939, p* 63)

637

Winn Parish

(Buner, 1939, p* 63)

760

Winn Parish

(Buner, 1939, p* 63 )

799

Webster Parish

(Martin, 1943* p* 66)

550*650

DeSoto and Red
River Parishes

(Murray, 1940, p. 93 )

500*600

Structural contours on th® has® of Clayton (Kincaid)
formation are shorn* in Plate 11 for th© southwestern flank
of the Monroe uplift area*

The map indicates that the

regional upwarptng of this formation Is centered north of
Ouachita Parish, and that a prominent nose was developed on
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the Monroe uplift In post-Cretaceous time.
Eocene Series
Wilcox group
The term "Sabine" was first used by Veateh (1905, p* ©5)
to replace the nongeographic term "lignitic" to designate
beds lying above the Midway and below the Claiborne groups*
The type locality for the Sabine group is the Sabine Elver
which separates Sabine County, Texas, and Sabine Parish,
Louisiana*

Subsequent use of th© term "Wilcox" has received

considerable discussion in the geologic literature which was
reviewed by How© (1935, pp* 617~62l) *

Th© bed© above the

Midway and below the Claiborne In Ouachita Parish appear to
be much the same in all respects as those of the Sabine
River section#

However, the term "Wilcox" is used In this

report for this sequence, following current usage*
Th© Wilcox group of Ouachita Parish 1© entirely sub-*
surface*

As interpreted from electric log© and study of

well cuttings, it consists mainly of micaceous, white and
gray sands, brown and gray lignitie sandy shale, and lenses
of lignite*

The lithology of this group indicates the non**

marine character of th© sediments*

Boulders and sticky

shales have been reported in th© drillers* logs of several
wells*

Examination of well cuttings has failed to reveal

the existence of green sand in any wells in th© parish*
Thin lenses of limy materials are present in most of the
wells*

Th© thickness of this group increases from 600 feet
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in th® northern portion of the parish to 1,100 -feet at the
southern boundary.

ITnner (1939, p. 67) reports an estimated

'fileox section of 1,100 feet in the Gulf Refining Company’s
Burroughs No* 1 well, sec* £4, T* 15 N#, R* 4 E., northern
Caldwell Parish, and the sequence thickens southward.
Moody (1931, p* 540, Fig. 1) shows the Wilcox thickening
southward to 3,000 feet In central Louisiana*
Howe (1936, pp. 21-S3) stated that the Wilcox shore
line appears to correspond to the line of the AngelinaCaldwell flexure, which crosses the state just south of
Ouachita Parish*
This group is the major producing horizon of th©
following 31 fields in oast-central Louisiana:
Catahoula Lake

Sabine Lake

Clarks

North Holly Ridge

Cypress Bayou

011a

East Nebo

South J©na

Elm Ridge

Standard

Gorum

Summerville

Holly Ridge

Trout Creek

Indian Bayou

Tullo s-Urania-Georgetown

Lake St. John

Willow Lake

Larto Lake

Zauoria-Little Creek
Nebo -Hemphill

Twenty out of the above twenty-one fields were discovered
after Howe (1936, p. 33) made the statement, "It is rather
surprising that the Sabine (Wilcox) has not attracted more
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attention as a possible source of petroleum*”

His forecast

was further substantiated by the fact that all of the ai
fields are located within that area where he indicated that
oil was likely to be produced from the Wilcox group*

There

Is no production in Ouachita Parish from the non-marine
facies of the Wilcox group present there*
Claiborne group
Huner (1939, pp* 69-70) has presented a detailed dis
cussion of the name "Claiborne* and of the stratigraphy of
the group in nearby Winn and Caldwell Parishes *

The Clai

borne group of Louisiana includes the following formations:
5*

Gookfield

4*

Cook Mountain

3*

Sparta

2*

Cane River

1*

Tallahatta (or equivalents) are present in sub

surface in eastern Louisiana*
The Gan© River and Sparta formations are present in the
subsurface throughout Ouachita Parish*

The Cook Mountain

Is present beneath most of the parish and is exposed during
low water at a few places along the west banks of Ouachita
River and Bayou D #Arbonne •

The Cock field is the surface

rock in the major portion of the hill section, and except
for a few outcrops along the Ouachita and Bayou D fArbonne,
Is not exposed in the alluvial section of the parish*
Cane River formation*

The Cane River formation

Includes the marine beds between the overlying Sparta forma
tion and the underlying Wilcox group.

It was first described

by Spooner (1926, pp* 220, 224, 227, 255*236} and named by
him, at the suggestion of H* V, Howe, for the excellent
exposures on the Cane River at Natchitoches, Louisiana*
According to Spooner (1926, p* 236),
njmt erosional unconformity separates the Cane

River and Wilcox beds*

The basal member consists of

glauconitic sand and sandy clay, but in some places
marine tuff Is present at the base.

Glauconitic clays

predominate in the southern portion of the outcrop,
but northward from Bienville Parish they become sandier,
until, in Northern Bossier Parish, they are represented
entirely by sands, in part glauconitic, and containing
a meager representation of the prolific fauna found
farther south.*
Ellisor (1929, pp. 1359-1346) described this formation
as a glauconitic, sandy marl and a glauconitic clayey sand,
characterized by Oatrea aellaformis lisbonensis Harris and
Orthophragmina advene Cushman •
Shearer (1930, p. 441) stated that general usage has
applied the name Cane River to the lower marine beds of the
Claiborne group.

The formation may be divided into two

members, the Cane River clay above and th© Can© River marl
below.

Th© top member is sandy shale, which grades down

ward into smooth, plastic, slightly calcareous, shale.
Is all marine.

It

The lower member consists of foasiliferous
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Sandy, highly glauconitic marl or soft limestone*
Hussey (1940, pp* 7-8) supported Fisk’s suggestion
that there is a transition zone both above and below the
Cane River*

He reports the follow!ng Cane River section

from the C, M* Bowers et al* F. T* Morrison Ho. 1, 1436’1656’, Sec. 24, T* 9 N», R* 1 W., Grant Parish, Louisiana*
"Transition zone of lignitic sands and shales very
sparingly fossiliferous, thickness varying from less
than 10 to over 100 feet
Gray-brown to chocolate-brown lignitic silty shale
with glauconitic content increasing with depth, very
fossiliferous, characterized by
gyolammina caneriverensls

Approx* 24 feet

Gray-green to dark-green shale containing pockets
of greensand, very fossiliferous,
Lamarckina cl alb omens is

Approx* 10 feet

Greensand marl with silt-stone and shale partings,
becoming more sandy with depth, very fossilif erous,
Discocyolina advena

Approx. 31 feet

’Salt and pepper* sand with well developed green
shale partings and thin gray-green silt-stone beds,
considerable pyrlte in lower part, becoming more
quartzose with depth, fosslliferous,
Bifarina turrlformls in upper part,
Asterigerina texana prolific in lower few feet*

Approx* 29 feet
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Lower Transition Zone
Hon-fossil!f eroue, lignitic, slightly glauconitic

quarts sarin, considerable pyrit© and mica#

7 feet

Fossiliferous gray brown, silty, shale, some
sand and glauconite, fauna similar to that in
upper shale section of formation#

3 feet

Hbn*-foasilif erous lignitic, pyritie, micaceous
sand with very little shale#

a feet

Fossilif erous gray**hr own lignitic shale, some
glauconite, and quarts sand#

4 feet

Tough gumbo**shale, some glauconite, quartz sand,
lignite and mica, cuttings from here to bottom
of well#

04 feet

Total thickness of transition zone present in well

80 f eet%

The Gan© Elver formation is eosanon in outcrop in
Hatchitoches and Bienville Parishes, and is also exposed
in Winn Parish {Huner, pp# 70, 800-gQl) on the north side
of the Winnfield salt dome#

It consistently maintains a

thickness of 300 feet throughout the subsurface of Ouachita
Parish*

It is quite distinct from the underlying Wilcox

group, but the upper portion may easily be confused with
the Sparta sand above, into which it is transitional#
The following section Is based on a study of well cutt
ings from the Blevins Water Well Companyfs Monroe test well
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No* 2, sec* 14, T* 18

R* 3 K*, in th© upper portion

of the Cane River formation of Ouachita Parish*
Depth

Thickness

742-753

11 feet

753-766

12 feet

765-777

IS feet

777-789

IS feet

careous cley encountered (Gone River)* 789*801

12 feet

9*

Clavey sand atone* white to

Xight-hrown, medium** to finegrained*
Washed residue contains mica, glauconitef a little pyrlte and lignite, and
plentiful Claiborne foraminifera#
From lithological and paleontological
points of view, this probably indicates
a transitional zone.
8#

Band and Olay. light*©Glared

loose materials*

Washed residue eon**

tains approximately the same amount of
pyrite and glauconite as the preceding
interval, but with less mica and con
siderably less foraminifera*
7*

No ©ample S

6.

Sand and clay, light-brown

loose materials*

Glauconitic and

fossiliferous (Cane River)*
5*

Shale, gray-brown to choco

late-brown, lignitic, silty, glaucon
itic and fossilif©rous.

4*

First cal

Marl* sandstone and shale,

fossilif erous and llgnitie (Gane River) ©01*814

13 feet
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Depth
3»

Sha 1b and

non-calcareous.

b■
•.-.rvi,-jto ne .

Thickness

brovvn,

hashed residue contains

a little pyrlte and traces of glauconite

and lignite (Oane River)*

814-835

31 feet

835-857

22 feet

857-892

35 feet

Shale „ light hr m m with lenses
of very fine-grained sandstone; calcar
eous, lignitic, with occasional grains
of sid©rite and glauconite; fossil
if erous {Cane River}*
1#

Shale, calcareous, light -gray

lignitic, fossiliferous, and glaucon
itic (Cane River)*

Being based on cuttings, th© above section cannot be
considered as typical of th© Upper Cane River for the
vicinity*

As far as the writer knows, nocores or cutt

ings have been taken in oil or gas wells in

the Claiborne

group of Ouachita Parish, and therefore no typical sections
can be included in this report.
Apparently Ouachita Parish was an area of continuous
sedimentation from late Wilcox time throughout Claiborne
time,

In late Cane River and in Sparta times marginal

and deltaic deposition predominated*

At the end of Sparta

time, however, marine Invasion recurred and the Cook
Mountain sediments were deposited.

Again in Cockfield

time, marine waters withdrew and marginal and deltaic
sedimentation continued until the end of Claiborne time.
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Sparta formation*

The name "Sparta sands * was used

by Vaughan (1895, pp. 225-226} to identify what he believed
to be a surficial formation of "undetermined age" similar
In many respect® to the Pleistocene sands and gravels which
are found in Worth Louisiana*

Unfortunately, the areal

description given by Vaughan not only included a part of th©
present-day Sparta but also Gook Mountain, Cockfield, Cata
houla, and Pleistocene localities*

In 1936, Spooner (p* 256)

recognized a division of the lower Claiborne "limited below
by the Cane River beds and above by the lowest fossilif erous
horizon of the 8t* Maurice beds*"

(Cook Mountain beds)*

this unit he resurrected th© name "Sparta sand"*

For

Contemporary

writer®, in general, have followed this usage of th© tern*
The Sparta formation is present in the subsurface
throughout Ouachita Parish#

Some of th© water wells and all

of the wildcat and gas wells penetrate th© Sparta, but none
has been cored in this horizon*

XHie to th© transitional

contact below, and also to the lenticular habit of the fossil
iferous horizon® above and below, it is rather difficult to
establish th© formational limits*

The thickness of this

formation is approximately 650 to 700 feet in the northern,
and 600 to 680 feet In the southern portion of the pariah.
The thickness mentioned by Huner (1959, p. 83) for the north
western part of Caldwell Parish Is an estimated 885 feet; in
the southwestern part, 504 feet; and th© east-central part an
estimated 560 feet*

In the north-central part of Winn
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Parish a ihiekneas of 00® foot is recorded and in the
south*eentral part of Winn Pariah-a thickness of 4 94 feet
is reported*

in fy&ntelin Parish* near the southeast corner

of Caldwell Parish a thickness of 519 feet is reported by
Chafer {1936* p* 149)*

It is evident that this formation

thins toward the south or southeast*
Spooner {X9£6f p« £36) reported a few species of aearShore forms from near th© middle of the formation*

Burner

(1939, p* 83) stated that drillers in the Caldwell and Winn
Parish area occasionally noted ^shells** from material that
Is definitely in the %>&rt& sequence*

Jones (1947* p* 14)

reported that shells of mollusks are abundant in some of
the sands of the Sparta in the Monro© area#

imagination*

by the writer# of drillers1 logs and well cuttings from
Ouachita Parish has also revealed that this formation is
locally fossiliferous*

Berne©* there is indication of a

marginal or deltaic deposition at the outcrop with interfingering teaekiah or marine lenses*
Jones (194?# p* 16) fount this formation to be a good
aquifer in the Monroe area* owing to its sandy porous
nature*

fhe water wells in th© Sparta formation of the

Monroe area are completed in various sands at depths of
300 to 900 feet*
fhe Sparta formation has an average thickness of 650
feet in Ouachita Parish*

It consists mainly of light-

colored* poorly cemented# poorly sorted* medium* to fine
grained* non-calcarecus, fresh-water sandstone * interbedded
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with sandy and silty clay and occasional thin beds of
lignite*
Cools: Mountain formation*

Kennedy (1S92, pp* 54-57}

first used the name Cook *s Mountain for the marine Claiborne
beds exposed at Cook*5 Mountain, Houston County, Texas*
Moody (1951, p* 537) applied the name Cook Mountain to beds
in Louisiana occupying the same stratigraphies position*
Huner (1939, pp* 84*66} has discussed in detail the history
of this name*

He (1939, p« 87) subdivided Cook Mountain

into:
Thickness
in feet
4*

Little Hatchesmember

50-70

3*

Saline Bayou member

20*35

2*

Milams member

25*55

1.

Dodson member

4-25 4

In Ouachita Parish the Cook Mountain formation is ex
posed at four places along the Ouachita River and Bayou
B f,&rbonne during low water stages*

Humorous shallow seis

mograph shot holes have given some information on the Cook
Mountain*

Surface outcrops and seismograph shot holes

give information on only the upper, or Little Hatches
member of the Cook Mountain*

On deeper zones there is no

Information in th© way of cores, reliable well samples, or
electric logs*

Some of th© Eocene exposures shown by

Fergus (1955, p* 746, Fig*
alluvium and vegetation*

2

) are now covered by recent

The contact between the Cook Mountain and the overlying Ooekfield is not sharply defined, lithologically*
In field mapping the contact was placed at the top of
beds containing fossils and glauconite, the four Ooote
Mountain exposures referred to above being thus determined
Th© fossils found In outcrops are Inconclusive of Cook
Mountain age, being few in number and poorly preserved*
Fossils from seismograph ©hot hole®, however, are numerous
well preserved, and definitely of Cook Mountain age*
The following sections are given to illustrate th®
lithology of the beds of th© uppermost part of th© Cook
Mountain and the lowermost part of the Ooekfield formation
Section on the south bank of Mosquito Creek,
below the wooden bridge, see* 11, T. 16 H*, 1, 3 B*
Ouachita Parish*
6.

Sana ana 2SSZS1*

S*

"Ironstone*** with macrofossil©
(Top of Cook Mountain) *

1

"Sandstone"* fine-grained,
yellowish-brown, micaceous
3.

Shale. brown to dark-brown,
lignitic, silty*

5.5

Shale, dark grayish-brown*
!•

Sandstone, fine-grained,
clayey, glauconitic, with
casts of ©mall mollusk*
Bottom of creek*

B

0*1
06

Samples of the ’•Ironstone* (bed 5, above) were sent
to Dr. Julia Gardner of the U. S* Geological Survey, who
identified the fossils as follows:
Turbinolia? sp*
Nucula sp. of N. maurlcensis Harris
Calorhadla (LItorhadia) "bastropensis* Harris?
Galorhadia (LItorhadia) sp * of C. (L.) comps a (Gabb)
Nuculanid of Adrana aldricbiana Harris
Halonanus sp.
Crassatellites sp*
Venericardia sp, of V. rotunda Isaac Lea
Card!um? sp.; 2 fragments of ribbing of a large
coarsely ribbed form
Mactroid
Gallocardia? sp. of G. bastropensis Harris
Indeterminate bivalves - several genera
Corbula sp#
Bpitonlum? sp.
Turrite11a? sp.
Levifusus? sp. or Papillina? sp. or possibly a volute
Indeterminate gastropods - several genera
Hastula sp. of H. sabina Harris
Ringlcula trapaquara deusseni Gardner?
Ghiton plate?
Age ~ Indeterminate
In her letter of November 82, 1948 to Dr. G. E. Murray, re
garding these fossils, Dr. Gardner stated:
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*X am not sure either fraa the lithology or the
contained fauna whether the material collected by
Mr* Wang oa the Ouachita Hivex* is of T*reches or of
€Jook Mountain age*

Hie few molds that m y indicate

diagnostic characters are allied to species from bath
formations* w
A section at old Myatt handing on th© west bank of
Ouachita River, in SE 1/4 of sec* 54, T* 17 W*, R* 5 K*,
Ouachita Parish is as foil owes
©*

Silt stone > r©ddiSh*

4*

Olay* dark-brown»
Olay* sandy, brown to gray, with
scattered pebbles of sandstone*

2*

Olay* finely laminated, dark-brown,
with sand partings*

1*

Slay* dark, with some glauconitic sands
and ferruginous concretions (fop
of Oook Mountain}

1-2

'•Ironstone11 concretion layers in both the Oook Mount
ain and th© Coekfleld formations of Ouachita Parish do not
crop out as continuous horizons but as weathered zones*
A few feet into the ironstone concretion layer, th© material

becomes soft, loosely cemented, highly iron-stained sand
stone, without concretionary structure*

Apparently th©

development of the ironstone concretions or nodules is a
surface weathering phenomenon.
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A section at the O* B* Goo ley tuberculosis Sanitorium
Landing, on. the Bayou BM\Fhoim©, sec, 4, T. is &*, H*

3

E #t

five miles northwest of Mo nr oe, is as follows:
5*

Sands and gravels, cross-bedded, bram

4.

Sends, light ohocolate-brown, micaceous

3#

Sbale, silty, ohocolate-brown,

Fee^
10
5

micaceous, lignitic
g*

4

3andstcme, argillaceous, dark-brown,
iron-stained} with ’’ironstonew?
nodules

3-t

00

Slav, sandy, dark, hard, lignitic,
glauconitic, fosslXiferous (^op
of Cook Mountain}#

1

Baring the summer of 194© th© writer worked with
seismograph esploration parties in *£ps* 10 and 10
H# 4 E fj *£* 10 H*, B, 3 E #, and f* 17 H f, B* 1 35#

Shallow

shot hoi© cuttings were collected and washed for Foramin
ifera, the identifications of which are listed below*
list of Foraminifera
Geratobulimina exlmia (Rzehak)
Glbicides of# pseudowuellerstorf1 Ool©
Eponides mexlcana (7} (Cushraan)
Globulina sp*
Guttulina sp*
Lagena sp*
Lenticalina guayabalensls Col©
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Mar gi nulina sp *
Massilina sp*
Nodosaria sp.
Nonionella maurlcensis Howe
Quinqueloculina sp* raaui'icensis (?) Howe
Robulus alato-limbatus (CHlmbel)
Sigmomorphina jaoksonensis (Gushman)
Siphoninella claibornensis (?) Howe and Roberts
Texbularia zapotansis Gole
Triloculina sp*
The fossils listed above are illustrated in Howe’s
"Louisiana Gook Mountain Eocene Foraminifera" (Howe* 1939)*
This assemblage is conclusive of the Gook Mountain age of
the rocks sampled*
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Surfae© Stratigraphy
<A11 beds younger than Cook Mountain are known chiefly
from surface stratigraphy* and are therefore discussed under
this heading*
tertiary System
Eocene Series
Claiborne group
Cockfleld formation*

Th® origin of the name *0oekfield*

has teen well discussed by Huner (1939* pp* 119^1^5)*

In

the present report the name f,Cockfield formation* is used to
designate the beds lying oonformahly above the Cook Mountain
formation and comprising the surface rook of the major por
tion of the hill section of Ouachita Parish*

Tim top of the

Ooekfield is not present in this parish* having been eroded
away* and the highest beds remaining are middle Ooekfield* *
In Louisiana, the Ooekfield formation Is best known In
Caldwell Parish, where it has been discussed by Huner (1939,
pp* 119-148}*

In Ouachita Parish th© Ooekfield formation

caps all the hills west of the Prairie terrace belt*

It is

found In outcrop down to the lower topographic levels.
During low stages of the Ouachita liver the contact with
the under lying Cook Mountain formation can b© seen at a few
places*

Most of the hills in the western part of the parish

are capped with the middle, sandy beds of the formation.
A gentle easterly dip is indicated by the fact that the base

of th© formation Is found at low levels along the Ouachita
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River and at high levels In eastern Jackson and Lincoln
Parishes (see also Plates 3 and 6)*

The thickness of the

Coekfield formation in this parish is estimated at no
thicker than 300 feet*

However, the thickness In other

localities where it is overlain conformably by the Jackson
group has been reported as follows:
Pariah

Reference

Thickness
in feet

Caldwell-Winn

(Buner, 1939, p.

137)

600

Catahoula (North)

(Chawner, 1936, p. 81)

650

Grant-LaSalle

(Fisk, 1938A, p*

85)

500

LaSalle (South)

(Fisk, 1938A, p.

85 )

850

As seen in very numerous outcrops throughout the hill
section of Ouachita Parish th© Ooekfield formation consists
mainly of ferruginous, dark-red, massive sand containing
irregular ironstone concretions, interbedded with red sandy
shale*

Overlying this are cross-bedded, red to ^fcite, fine

grained sands, interbedded with thin layers of gray to TAfoite
day*

In the upper portion of this cross-bedded sequence are

layers of ironstone concretions and lignitic shale, often
showing leaf or plant impressions*

Throughout the formation

are scattered fragments of whitish petrified wood from one
to twenty-four inches long, many being horizontally oriented
and locally showing up as a dashed white line In a groundmass of red sandstone*

Because of stratigraphlc position

and lithologic similarities, it is believed that the high
est beds exposed in this parish are middle Ooekfield.

No
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fauna 1 remains were found*
Detailed sections ivith Gook Mountain exposed at the
base hare been noted ah ore*
A section showing very well preserved leaf imprints

on choc olate#*brown shale occurs In a road cut in the HE 1/4
Of see# 36,

16 N * , B* 1 B*

Section in road cut along Louisiana Highway
No* 1466 in center of sec* I, T#.15 N*9 E« S E» f
Ouachita Parish#
Claiborne group
Ooekfield formation
5. M t m S L M & k

* f «"

4* Qand. fine, huff to light brown

2f 4*

S* Clay, siltyt lignitic* light brown, with
if&ite sand partings

B*

Sandatone, huff, iron stained, finely
laminated, poorly cemented

l f 3W

i- Hilt. light purplish-*brown, grading down*
ward into sandstone

5*

Section along Louisiana Higlw&y No* 1496, one mile
south of the above section, in SB 1/4 of MW 1/4 of sec*
12, T* 15 N*, E* 2 E*., Ouachita Parish*
top of outcrop, 105 feet#

Elevation at
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Claiborne group
Cookfield formation
8*

Sandstone. chocolate-brown, cross-bedded,
with "ironstone" layers

19f

5* Sandstone, medium-grained, hard,
a* 8"

ferruginous
4* Silt to very fine sand, white, with
ver11cal joint s

14 *

3* "Ironstone"

lf 6"

Sandstone, vari-colored, grayish, reddish,
and chocolate-hrown, ferruginous

5*

Shale. chocolate-brown, llgnitic,
micaceous

5f
TOTAL

47* a"

Section in railroad cut at the intersection of
the Tremont Hailrosd and highway in sec* 3a, T* 16 N*,
H.

3 E*, Ouachita Parish*

Elevation at top, 180 feet*

Claiborne group
Cookfield formation
3*

Sandstone. ferruginous; interbedded
with "Ironstone"

3**

17*

Sand stone. cross-bedded, light colored;
interbedded with
Shale, gray, cross beds from 6 to 13
inche s thi ok

14 *
TOTAL

31
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Section in road out, Xoulsiana Highway No* 543,
HE 1/4 of sec* 3©* S* 16 N#* R* 1 E*f Ouachita Parish*
Eleyat ion at top* 340 r©et*
Claiborne group
Cockfield fomation
6* Clay, ferruginous

10*

5* Sandstone, purplish-gray and chocolatebrown; interbedded with thin "Iron
stone* nodules

l*

4* Olay* silty* chocolat©-brown and purplebrown* micaceous, lignitle* with
"ironstone" concretions

4*

0hale. silty, purple* laminated

3"

3* Olay* silty, chocolate-brom, with plant
reaaains and "ironstone" concretions

4*

1* Olay* as aboye, without concretions
f o m

4*
3* i"

There are a number of exposures of non-fossiliferous*

ferruginous silts* shales, and cross-bedded sands in this
vicinity* which belong to the aboye section*
Section in a small hillside in SW 1/4 of NW l/4 of
sec. 3* T* 10 N., H# 3 E*, Ouachita Famish*
at top* 300 feet*

Elevation
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Claiborne group
Cockfield formation
7 • Clay- silty, gray, micaceous andlignitle

6•

SO'

Sand. fine, gray to chocolate~brovm,
micaceous

12#

5. ”Ir onatone”
4*

6"

Shale, silty, chocolate-brcmn, micaceous,

plant-bearing
3*

6”

Silt to sandstone- grayish to brown;
interbedded with "ironstone” and shal©

4*

3. Shale- same as No* 4

6”

1* Olay- silty, light gray,iron-stained
TOTAL

3*
40 ♦ 6"

Section in road cut, 550 yards west from the
above section; SW 1/4 of SW 1/4 of see. 31, T, 18 N,,
R. 3 E., Ouachita Parish.

Elevation at top, 105 feet.

Claiborne group
Cockfield formation
3.

Soil

2*

Sandstone- medium- to fine-grained,

1* 2”

chocolate-brown to gray; interbedded
with about ten thin layers of white
silt and clay with plant remains

4* 6”

Sandstone, gray to grayish-brown, with
scattered iron stains; interbedded with
"ironstone” concretion-bearing beds

9* 6”
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TOTAL

15* 2"

Section In road out, center of sec, 5, T. 16 N.,
R* &

Jim,

Ouachita Parish.

Claiborne group
Cockfield formation
5.
4.
3*
Bm

Soil

1* 6n

"Ironstone"

6"

Silt, loose, white, locally iron-stained

2*

"Ironstone*

6’

1. Clay, silty,brownish

2 f 6"
TOTAL

7f

Section In road out, ML corner of NW 1/4 of sec* 6,
T* 17 N*, R* 3 E*, Ouachita Parish*
Claiborne group
Cockfield formation
5. Sandy soil

l f 6"

4. Gravel, sandy,ferruginous

l f 6"

3* Sandstone, clayey,
2m

brown, llgnitic

2*

"Ironstone "

1. Sand stone. clayey,

6,f
brown, lignitio
TOTAL

2t
7 f 6"
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Section In road cut, Louisiana Highway Ho* 1296
Inter section with tJ* 3* Highway Ho* 80, HE 1/4 of see*
19, T* 18 H*, H* 3 E** Ouachita Parish*

Elevation at

top, ISO *•
Claiborne group
Cockfield formation

4

Sandy soil

1*

3* Sandstone* fine to medium, reddish,
ferruginous, massive

is* 6*

2, “Ironstone *s inter bedded with ferruginous
and white streaky silt

2* 6*

2-* Sandstor^e* fine to medium, orange,
int ofbedded with d a y partings

a*

TOTAL

There are numerous outs along Louisiana State Highway
No* 1296, the section given above being most typical of the
Cockfield formation in the vicinity*

East of the above

outcrop, the Cockfield directly underlies Pleistocene
(PrairieJ terrace deposits*

It is very difficult to separate

the two because of similarities In lithology and depositions!
environment*

The following criteria may be used in the field

to distinguish between the two*
Lithology*

The color ot the beds is the first feature

apparent to the observer*

Both the Prairie sediments and

the Cockfield deposits have been influenced by th© peredac
tion of ground water high in Iron cnd.de content, particularly
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in th© mar© porous units* idhlch comprise th© larger part of

each*

The color is ohara ct©r is tieally r,ru sty brown*"

At

outcrops th© individual grains of ©ash formation possess an
iron oxide coating#

The Cookfield sediments are usually

orange-red in color with streaks of white silt, Pereas th©
Pleistocene sediments are normally brown * and lack the white
silt streaks*

Color contrasts are more pronounced where the

sediments are less affected by iron-bearing ground water*
The Cockfield beds in this parish are composed of

gravel-barrm. sands and clays which occasionally contain
petrified wood and ironstone concretions*

The Pleistocene

sediments consist of th© ordinary sequence of basal sands
and gravels* grading upward into clays# and generally contain
neither petrified wood nor "ironstone** concretions*
Boils*

The Boil Oonservation Service of th© 0*3*

Department of Agriculture has classified th© types of soil
on the basis of soil profile development and erosional
expression*

Soils in this parish that occur only on Pleisto

cene deposits ares Cahaba fin© sandy loam, iC&lmia very fine
sandy loam# Izagora fin© sandy loam# My&tt very fine sandy
loam* Leaf very fine loam, Stough very fin© sandy loam*
Stidham very fine sandy loam* Wrightsvill© very fine sandy
loam* and the Muskogee very fine sandy loiaa*

Other types#

all restricted to th© Tertiary deposits, are: Orangeburg fine
sandy loam* Kacogooches pebbly fine sandy loam* Luverne very
fin© sandy loam* Ktrvin fin© sandy loam, and the Shubuta
pebbly fine sandy loam#
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Topography*

There are differences in elevation and

degree of erosion of the Pleistocene and the Tertiary up~
lands*

The maximum elevation of Pleistocene deposits is

190 feet and the maximum relief is about 100 feet, while the
maximum elevation of th© Tertiary uplands is 320 feet and
the maximum relief about 245 feet*

The Pleistocene terrace

Is generally somewhat less dissected than th® Tertiary
upland*
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Quaternary System
Pleistocene Series
Fisk (1938A, pp* 51~?'8) applied the names Williana,
Bentley, Montogomery, and Prairie (in order of decreasing
age) to th© succession of Pleistocene terraces in Central
Louisiana*

Previous workers who had commented on these

deposits hut who had not recognized their full significance,
were* Morton (1033), Bilgard (I860, 1869), Hopkins (1870,
1671), Leroh (1893), Harris and Teatch (1899), Harris
(190B), Ve&toh (1906), Matson (1916), Howe and Mores!
(1931, 1933), Howe (1933), Boering (1933), Fergus (1933),
Ohawaer (1936), and Russell (1930)*

The names applied to

th© terraces by Fisk have now become well established in
the recent geological literature of Louisiana*
Fisk (1939B, 1940, 1944), Huaer (1939), Welch (1943),
Woodward (1941), Martin (1943), and Murray (1948) mapped
the fluviatile terraces of northern and western Louisiana
and the fluviatile and coastwise terraces of southern
Louisiana*
The Pleistocene deposits of Ouachita Parish are shown
on th© geologic map (Plate 1)*

Of the four Pleistocene

terraces recognized in Louisiana, only the Prairie terrace
is present*

It is restricted to a belt about two mile® wide

roughly parallel to and west of the Ouachita Hiver*
Prairie formation*

The Prairie formation is present

rather extensively along the west side of the Ouachita
River, with westward extensions along Cypress Brake,
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Cheniere Brake, and Cypress Greeks

It consists of the usual

sequence of oxidized basal sands and gravels of or ange-brown
color, grading upward into silts and clays of lighter color*
No limey materials or nodules were found*

The gravel con

sists dominantly of brown chert, with minor amounts of
quartz, whitish chert, and traces of Igneous and other rocks*
Pebble sizes are generally from one-fourth of an inch to
one inch in diameter#

The deposits are prominently strati

fied, showing cross-bedding, leasing, interstratific ation,
etc*

The maximum thickness exposed in gravel pits is at

least 80 feet*
The Prairie sands and gravels are of high commercial
value in this parish and have been extensively exploited for
the last thirty years or more*

Sand and gravel deposits are

discussed briefly in a later section of this report#
The following generalized section indicates the succes
sion and characteristics of th© Prairie deposits in this
parish#
Section of Prairie formation

in theTwin Gity

Gravel Company*s pit in SB 1/4 of see* 38,
R* 3 E#, 3 miles west of Monroe, La*

T# 18 H*,

Elevation at

top, 137 feet*
6,

Surface soil

3*

5,

Clay* silty, light reddish

8f

*•

Sto.. silty, red-brown and white;
aggregated in pellets of buck
shot slz e

5#

Sand, fine to medium, red-brown
to orange, with irregular streaks
of whitish silt
Sand and gravel, medium to coarse,
with minor amount of pea-sizes
gravel, orange-brown
Sand and gravel, coarse sand; 40$
pebble gravel; orange-brown
TOTAL
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Recent Alluvium
Th© Recent alluvium in Ouachita Parish consists of
two main types, (1) Arkansas River materials, probably
derived from th© Ozark region, with a characteristic
purp 11 sh-red color resembling the Red River material to th©
west, and composed mainly of clay and silt, and (2) Ouachita
River materials, probably derived from the Ouachita Mount
ains, consisting dominantly of clay and silt of light to
dark gray and dark bluish-gray color*

Sand and gravel,

probably consisting of reworked Pleistocene materials, are
found very locally in stream beds*

Th© dark bluish-gray

clays are locally calcareous, and occasional gravels, not
of Pleistocene terrace derivation, contain limestone
pebbles*

The Arkansas and Ouachita River materials are

interbedded in the eastern portion of th© parish where the
Arkansas River and the Ouachita River have at one time or
another been th© ma^or streams*
Section of Recent alluvium on the bank of Ouachita
River in sec. 1, T. 16 N», B* 8 H*
Clav^ silty, light (Ouachita
3*

Clav. black to dark b r o m

type)

(Arkansas type?)

5f
6f

Clay* "Buckshot", with whit© pea-si zed
pebbles (Ouachita type)
1#

3*

Sand. whit© and yellow, with scattered
gravels (Ouachita type)

10 9
TOTAL

33*
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The two sections listed below were taken in connection
with the construction of the new TJ. S* Highway Ho, 80 bridge
across the Ouachita River at Monroe*

They were not seen by

the writer, and therefore no classification as to river type
Is offered*
Section in hole No* 1, Pier No, g, U.S. Highway
No, 80 bridge, left bank, Ouachita River, Monroe.
Elevation at top, 51 feet*
Sands, fine, reddish-gray

13*

gfenda and clays

7*

Sands

10*

Sand, hard-packed, coarse

18*

Sands and gravels, hard-packed, coarse

5*

Sands and sandy clay

5*
TOTAL

58*

Section in hole No. 7, Pier No* 8, XT.S. Highway
No* 80 bridge, west bank, Ouachita River, west Monroe.
Elevation at top 61 feet*
Sands

12*

Sands. reddish-gray

12*

Sands, gray, coarse

7*

Sand s. gray, coarse, with gravels

8*

Sands, hard-packed, coarse, gray

4*

Sands. fine, and clay, stiff blue

9*

Sands. coarse, and clajr

«•

4*

H
O

Sands. fine
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Sends. fine, with piece3 of limestone
pebbles

8*
TOTAL

74*

The Recent alluvium in Ouachita Parish has an average
thickness estimated at 100 feet.

Where penetrated in bor

ings it is found to rest on Cook Mountain beds, ard to
have a thickness of 70 to nearly 100 feet.

Jones (1947,

p. 18), reports a maximum thickness of 175 feet in the
Monroe area.

Along the western bank of Bayou La Pourche

a thickness of 40 feet of alluvium resting on Cook Mountain
was recorded in a seismograph shot hole.

It is possible

that the depth of Recent alluvium In the immediate vicinity
of the Ouachita River exceeds 100 feet, but available data
from borings do not reveal the existence of any notably
deep valleys filled with Recent alluvium.

io a
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Monro© Uplift
Th© principal ©truetore in the general vicinity of
Ouachita Parish Is the Monroe Uplift.

H^iis la a dome appro ad.-

mately 75 miles in diameter, situated in northeastern
Louisiana, southeastern Arkansas, and west-central of Missi
ssippi#

It is a complexly truncated dome, the oldest rocks

truncated being Jurassic, the youngest, on the flanks, being
tolfian, and th© truncating beds being Paleocene and possibly
Oulfian*

From Jurassic to Oulfian beds the dip® become

progressively flatter#

The deformation probably began as

early as Jurassic time, as suggested by the slight thinning
of the Snaokover sediments over the top of th© structure#
The youngest beds showing any evidence of continued activity

of the structure are tha Cane River, Cook Mountain, and
Cockfield in this region, and Jacksonian sediments in
Caldwell Parish#

Spooner (1935, pp# 138-159) apparently

considered that the force® responsible for the Monroe Uplift
were also a cause of the Angellna**Oal&w©Xl flexure*
Sediments of Jurassic and Coahuilan and Oomanchean
age were tilted and truncated as a result of th© uplift*
The early Culfian beds were also tilted and successively

overlapped along the southern, southeastern, and south
western flanks of the uplift*

On its northern periphery

these same sediments onlap upon the uplift (Murray, personal
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oommunication), suggesting progressively greater uplift in
the southern portion#

Hie thinning or absence of late

Gulfian sediments over the uplift may be due to decreasing
deposition or non-deposition, or to erosion#

These sedi~

ments appear to have been deposited under conditions of
regressive off lap, but erosion may have played a part in
truncation or removal of the beds over the uplift (Plate
6, cross section DD1)#
Ouachita Parish is situated on the southwestern flank
of the Monroe Uplift#

Th© accompanying structural maps

(Plate 10) show that at the end cf Cane River time a
structural high existed on top of the Cane River formation
across Ouachita Parish*

Fisk (1939C, pp* 1401-1403) stated

that the Jackson formation reflects some of the late
deformational effects connected with the structural area#
He cited for evidence the fact that south of the Monroe
Uplift the Jackson beds strike nor the&stward across Central
Louisiana and crop out alor^ the Ouachita River in southern
Caldwell Parish#

This suggests that the upwar ping of the

Monroe Uplift continued throughout early Eocene time, and
that its active center was gradually shifting south and
southeastward#
Structures in Ouachita Pariah
Two local structures in Ouachita Parish have topo
graphic expression in the bedrock floor beneath Pleistocene
or Recent alluvium#

One of these centers in secs# 10 and

IX, T* 16 ft*, ft* 3 ft*, about eight miles south of Monroe,
on Bayou Lapin©, west of the Ouachita River (Plata 10)«
One outcrop on this structure occurs in th© ftW 1/4 of
see* 11, t* 16 ft*, ft* 3 1*, on a small creek, locally
knows as Mosquito Creek#

This outcrop consists of Cook

Mountain formation at an elevation of about 66 feet#

Ho

overlying Cockfield was recognised at this outcrop, and
the Cook Mountain is overlain directly by Pleistocene
deposits*

A series of borings within th© area of this

structure showed Cook Mountain beds up to an average ©leva*
tlon of 46 feet*

It is possible that some Cook Mountain

has been eroded away in this area, and that the original
top of the formation would be higher than the average of
46 feet indicated above#

Th© California Companyfs Brown

Paper Mill Ho* 1 well was drilled on this structure*

Xt

was a dry hole*
%b& other local structure referred to above is centered

in th© north half of f# 16 ft*, ft* 6 15#, Richland Parish,
the western edge of th© structure ©attending into the south
eastern corner of Ouachita Parish (Plat© 10}#
entirely blanketed with Recent alluvium*

Th© area is

Two holes drilled

on the west bank of Bayou Lafourche, in see# 11, T* 15 ft*,
ft* 4 38*, encountered Cook Mountain formation at a depth of
not more than 57 feet, and possibly at only 40 feet, the
former depth being th© first point at Milch Cook Mountain
could be conclusively identified by foraminifera*

The

ground elevation at th© borings is about 60 feet, placing
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the Cook Mountain * alluvitxm contact at an elevation of 5
foot ©r possibly as high as SO feet*

from shot hole borings

it was established that the thickness of alluvium resting on
Cook Mountain increases to 100 feet or more in sees, 15, 1?,
19, 20, 39, 50, 33, 33, f* 15 M*, 1* 4 1*, smd secs* 4, 9,
16, f* 15 H*, H* 4 B*, Ouachita Parish*
faults may be present in the parish, but none was
recognised in the field, and no subsurface data available
to the writer appear to warrant the drawing of any fault
on the geologic map*
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WQHsmzc OEOLoax
Water ©apply
.jiayfa.ee Wa,
t$r»

Of the 6@9 square mile® of area of

the Ouachita Parish, 86 square miles is occupied by water
bodies#

Th© approximate total linear miles of rivers,

bayous and creekd is 479*

A 40-year average rainfall at

Monroe and Calhoun is as follow® (Board of State Begin©era
Beport, 1096)1
Station

Jan*

Feb.

Mar.

Anr.

May

June

July

Calhoun

4.70

4.81

3.18

4# 88

4.80 3.38

4*43

Monroe

S. 89

4.61

S. 56

8 #17

4.81 3.10

5*06

Ann.

Sent.

Calhoun

3.61

8.86

5*00

3*91

5.86

50.88 inches

Monroe

3.74

S. 36

3.63

4*00

©*11

33.33 Inches

2 s& l

Nov.

Ss&t.

Jm a^a

Mam®.

The record of flood stages of the Ouachita Elver
at Monroe, Louisiana, 817 miles from the mouth of Bed Elver,
for the period 1874-1950, is given below#

Th® zero mark,
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U* S. Weather Bureau ga^e at Monroe, is 31.51 feet above
mean Gulf level.

Records are from Mississippi River Comma-

slon reports, 1928, 1939-1943, 1944-1946, and 1947-1930.
YEAR

WET

*PUR

FKST

1674

tm

49.1

1917

mm

28.4

1882

-

48.6

1918

-

86.5

1885

-

48.3

1919

-

37.7

1886

-

30.1

1920

mm

41*0

33.6

1921

-

38.8

1887
1888

mm

34.2

1922

*

42.3

1889

-

34.0

1923

-

37.8

1890

-

43.2

1924

-

32.4

1891

-

38.5

1925

-

32 .8

1892

-

41.1

1926

1893

-

40.2

1927

1894

*

45.0

1928

1895

mm

26.1

1896

30.9
mm

48.2
32.8

19 29

«•»

33.0

1930

-

40.6

33.0

1897

mm

37.9

1931

mm

41. 3

1898

-

35.9

1932

-

49.7

1899

mm

32.3

1933

mm

33.7

1900

mm

31.0

1934

24.6

1935

-

37.3

1901

34.3

1902

-

35.1

1936

mm

15.5

1903

-

44.5

1937

mm

44 .7

1904

-

29.5

1938

.

41.4

1905

—

44.0

1939

mm

41.0
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YEAR

SEE

YEAR

FEET

1906

35*0

1940

29 * 1

38*5

1941

•

31,2

35.6

1942

mm

39,8

1907

-

1908
1909

-

30.5

1943

1910

mm

E8.7

1944

-

45.5

1911

-

36.9

1945

m

50.4

1912

•

46..2

1946

mm

45,3

1913

-

36.9

1947

mm

34.6

38.3

1948

mm

?

35.7

1949

-

42,5

40.6

1950

*

47,25

1914
1915

-

1916
Ground Water*

30*4

The city of Monroe has obtained its pub

lic water supply from Bayou de Slard for more than SO years.
This is an abandoned channel of the Ouachita Kiver, which
has been dammed off near both ends to create a reservoir.
The high cost of chemicals used in treatment of bayou water
and the considerable expense of maintaining and operating
a plant capable of supplying as much as

million gallons

of treated water per day led city officials to investigate
the availability of a ground water supply*

An Intensive

study of ground-water conditions in the vicinity of Monroe
was begun January 1, 1946 by the Geo logic al Survey, U. S.
Department of the Interior, upon the request of the city
officials*

This study was conducted and reported on by

Jones (1947)*

At the time, wells were supplying as much as
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16 million gallons of water a day to industrial users in
the Monroe area, from aquifers of the Sparta sand between
depths of SOD and 900 feet*

It was concluded by Jones

(1947, p* 1) that a ground water supply of about six million
gallons a day could be developed for municipal use from 6 to
11 wells installed In th© environs of th© city*

treatment

other than chlorination would be required*
Several miles west and northwest of Monro© many dug
domestic wells tap thin, lenticular sands in the Cook Mount
ain formation*

In the hill lands west of the Monroe area

many domestic water wells tap sands of th© Cockfield foisaatlon, but no large water supplies for municipal or indust
rial us© are developed from aquifers of th© Cockfield in
Ouachita Parish*

Th© Pleistocene deposits west of Ouachita

River provide an excellent source for domestic water supply
but are not considered adequate for th© development of a
large industrial or municipal supply*

tfater-bearlng sands

and gravels occur In the basal deposits of recent age, and
at scattered points yield water fcr domestic and stock wells.
Supplies of several million gallons a day for colling pur
poses can be obtained from these deposits at certain places
In the Monroe area*

However, n© large supplies are now

developed from them, because the quality of the water Is
poor and the highly productive sands of the Sparta, at lower
levels, yield water of good quality {Jones, 1937, pp* 17-18).
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Monro© Gas Field
Location*

The Monro© gas field is located In

Ouachita, Morehouse, and Union Parishes, Ts. 18, 1®, 20,
21, 22, and 23 H*, Ms* 3, 4, 3, and 6 K*, Louisiana*

It

covers a total area of about 400 square miles, of which
about 100 s<p.ar© mile® ar© in Ouachita Parish*
Discovery Wyll*
cially productive area

The discovery well of the commer

to®

the Progressive Oil and 0a©

Company*s Fisher Ho* 1 well, located in sec* 37, T* @0 B*,
R* 5 B*, Ouaohita Parish, which was drilled In 1916*
was produced from th© B27S-f©ot horisson*
abandoned in January 1917*

Gas

This well was

Prior to the drilling of this

well a small amount of gas wa© discovered in 1909 in a
well drilled in th© Monroe City Park*

Gas was found at

1300 and 1500 feet, but a large <3uantlty of salt water wa©
encountered, and the well was used for a number of years
to supply a salt water swimming pool,
ffistorv and Development*

Bine© the di scovery of the

Monroe gas field in 1915, to the end of 194®, a total of
1875 wells were drilled and a total of 4,456,348 MGF {MCF s
thousand cubic feet) of gas was produced*

The record of

well completions is given below.
im m

qas m i s

otmolatito
w^ r i r .

1916

4

4

1917

18

17

1918

1$

38
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tEAR

GAS WELLS
COMPLETED

CU ILLATIVE
TOTiiL WELLS

1919

22

55

19 SO

27

82

1921

23

105

1922

42

147

1923

124

271

1924

109

380

1925

33

413

1926

69

482

1927

58

540

1928

77

617

1929

160

777

1930

92

869

1931

14

883

1932

16

899

1933

27

926

1934

31

957

1935

63

1020

1936

98

1118

1937

88

1206

1938

55

1261

1939

49

1310

1940

54

1364

1941

48

1416

1942

30

1446

1943

49

14 95
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CAS tfELLS

CUMULATIVE

M .

COMPLETED

TOTAL WELLS

1944

39

1334

1946

27

1361

1946

42

1603

194?

58

1661

1948

64

1725

1949

160

1875

Within a few years after the discovery of the field,
a number of carbon black operators were attracted into this
area because of the enormous amount of gas available.

The

production of carbon black reached its peak in 1924 with a
production of 144 million pounds, or three-fourths of th©
world total for that year#

Since then production has been

on the decline* averaging about 60 million pounds annually
in recent years«
Other markets for natural gas from this field ar©
household, paper mills, and power plants#
Early development of the field was concentrated in the
southeastern part in Ts# 19 and SO N#, Rs. 4 and 5 E*, later
development spreading gradually toward the north, northwest
and west#

Development during 1949, consisting of 150 well

completions, extended the field one and on©-half miles west
ward, two miles northwestward, and two miles northward
(Hough and Ohauviere, 1950)#
Structure#

The subsurface structural contour map

(Plate 11) on the base cf the Clayton (Kincaid) does not
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show any prominent structural control in the Monroe gas
field,

The center and western portions of the field are

more or less flat, with dips of 50 feet to the mile toward
the south, southeast and east, and ahout £5 feet to the mile
toward the northeast,

it Is interpreted as a gently

dipping structural terrace*
Producing Zone*
from the Monro© gas rock*
ahout £000 feet*
stratigraphy*

Th© gas is known to he produced

Xta depth varies, hut averages

The formation has been discussed under

It consists of light-gray to gray, argilla

ceous chalk and chalky sand having high porosity#

Some

lenses of hard, white chalk in the southeastern part of
the field are of reef development (Fergus, 1947, p# 3)*
Ho oil Is produced In the field*
Production Summary to January 1, 1950
Area proved
(acres)

Gas production
1949 (MOP)

£5,180

154*138

Cumulative total
through 1949 (MOP)
4,630,535

XUL iaa SUM (3m)
Location. The Mill Haven field is located In sec* 30,
T* 17 H*, R* $ B #, approximately six miles southeast of Monroe#
Blscoverv Well* The California Co* *s Hreec© Lumber
Ccmpamy Ho* 2 well*

It© location is 1997 feet north, 1615

feet east of SW corner, sec* 30, T* 17 H», B* 5 7*

The

total depth of the well Is 9434 feet and it i® perforated
from 5232 to 5248 feet la the Pettet zone of the Lower
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Cretaceous Sligo formation*

The initial production was

2f850,000 cubic fact of gas through a 3/©-*inoh choke*

fuhlag pressure was 400 psi*
Producing ffone. Pettet aone, Sligo formation*

Development * An additional well* the Peterson
Petroleum Corporation Breec© Lumber Company B~1 well was
drilled subsequently in the same section and these two

wells are the only ones in the field*
Production* Ho e©n®&erolaX production to date*

Sttft .P.yPirafl*

aoPea*

Oalhoun Field (Gas)
Location* 1?he Calhoun field
T*

is located insec* 32,

IB H*, B* 11«, 2f miles west of Calhoun.
Discovery Wel.^* The California Oo**m Walters Maacey

Ho. 2 well; total depth 9891 feet; perforations 958X~9871 feet;
elevation 204 feet (D#P*)j completed Oct* 17* 1948; initial
production, 37 barrels of oil and 782 MOP of gas per day*
Structure* Hot determined*
Producing Zone* Sands of Cotton Talley group*
Development * fh© first well,
a dry

Walter Maxey Ho# 1 was

hole, and the discovery well, Walters Maxey Ho. 2, is

the only producing well drilled*
to lack of outlet*
M 2 & S2222&* 160 acres.

It has been shut in owing
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Sand and Gravel Beposita
The sand and gravel deposit® of Ouachita Parish are
compoeed almost entirely of quarts, chert, and related
silica minerals#

1&© oommeroial deposits and promising

areas are confined to the Pleistocene terrace west of the
Ouachita Biver (Plates 1 and a)*

Becent deposits are

practically devoid of gravel, and sand deposits are m al l
and ©f inferior quality#

The Cock field formation contain®

sandy facies of fair quality, but in the absence of &sso~
elated gravel, commercial ©a$>l©±tation is improbable#
Ttm Pleistocene sand and gravel deposits are of two

types, lenticular concentrations and marginal concentrations*
The lenticular concentration® were formed in depressions
in the original valley floor*

The marginal concentrations

occur as elongated ridges parallel and close to the outer,
or western, edge of the terrace deposit*
At the present time there are three companies
producing sand and gravel in this parish?
H. B* McGuire Company
Monro© Sand and Gravel Company
Twin City Gravel Company
to© of the most important area® of past and present
production Is located in secs* £8,

£9, 3£, and 33, T* IBH«t

B# SB*, south of U#S* Highway No#

80*

It contains a

group of pits owned and operated by Monroe Sand and Gravel
Co#, Twin City Gravel Co*, and the

City of Monro©* This

locality has about one and one-half square

miles of pits and

1X6

has been in production for the last 30 years*

It has an

average concentration or 40# of gravel and 60# of sand and
clay*

At the present time the mixture of sand and gravel

has been encountered at an average depth of about 30 feet,
and recent operations are being carried to progressively
deeper levels, the deepest being about 50 feet*

Overburden

ranges from 8 to 18 feet in thickness and overlies sand,
which grades downward into commercial sand and gravel*

The

thickness of commercial gravel actually worked up to the
present time averages 18 feet, but test pits indicate that
as much as 30 feet is present in places*
The following is the sieve analysis of a sample typical
of the material now being worked in this locality.
eve opening
inches

Percent retained
on eaoh sieve

Cumulat
total
1.5

1

4*6

6.1

5/4

19.7

25.8

3/e

15.4

41.2

0.185

12.1

53.3

0.093

6.9

60.2

0.064

5*4

65.6

0.0232

3.0

68*6

0.0116

9.7

0.0038

5.5

83.8

0.0029

4.1

87*9

12.1

100.0

Below 0*0039

.

01

1.5

CD

1 1/S
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The Pleistocene gravel deposits north of XJ. 3. Highway
No. 80 in T. 18 N., R. 3 H*, have an average thickness of
only 10 feet, or somewhat less than those to the south.
Most of the pits in this northern area have been abandoned.
A new area in Ts# Id and 17 N, t R. 3 E, 9 (Plates 1 and

&} is now tinder exploitation by the Twin City Gravel Q o m p m y
and others.

The gravel deposits in this locality are of

the marginal concentration type, occurring a® gravel ridges
trending north-south, and situated at or very near the top
of the present Pleistocene surface*
to an average depth of about 20 feet.

They have been worked
The areal extent is

about 6,@00 acres, with a reserve of sands and gravels
roughly estimated at 200 million cubic yards.
Commercial Clays
Brick clays have been exploited in the southern part
of the Platwoods terrace*

Clays occur in the Coekfield

formation, but this clay, used alone, is apparently
unsuitable for structural clay products.
Firing tests were run by Dr. Paul IS. Oox, of the
Louisiana State Geo logical Survey Ceramics Laboratory,
on Flatwoods terrace clays, Coekfield shale, and mixtures
of the two.

He concluded that a mixture of 40$ Coekfield

shale and SQ$ Flatwoods clay of the type now being exploited,
would yield an improved product for handling hollow tiles
end other clay products In manufacturing processes and

US

he a money Saver from breakage all the way along
the lime from machine to mason*
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A PARTIAL LIST OF FAPS BFALINC WITH OUACHITA PARISH
1* L fAnville, Carte d@ la Louisian©, 1752 (Brawn in 1732),
2* William Barley> Hap of Louisiana, with part of Mississ
ippi territory* John Meli^h* 1316• (Map for Darby1s
A geographical description of Louisiana},
3*

H* S* Tanner* Map of Louisiana and Mississippi#

Hew

American Atlas, Ho# 3 Philadelphia, 1@20« Scale*
1 inch a 15 geographical miles (approx*)#

(Shows

divisions, Indian paths* etc#}*
4# T* &* Hardee* Hardee*s geographical* historical and
statistical official map of Louisiana embracing portlons of Alabama* Arkansas* Mississippi* and Texas*
Hew Orleans* Louisiana! Edgar Steele* 1871*
5# Map of Alabama* Arkansas* Mississippi* Louis!am and
Texas*

Hew Orleans, Louisiana; Edgar Steele* 1071*

6* F# V# Hopkins* Preliminary geological map of Louisiana*
0* W* and G* B, Colton & Go*, Hew York* 1870#
Louisiana State University, Annual Report, 1871, Hew
Orleans* (1872), p# 206*

(Scale* 1 Inch 5 25 miles

(approx,) *
7, Lockett* S* H,* a © Louisiana State University topo
graphic map of Louisiana* showing the characteristic
features of the surface of the state in symbols and
colors*

Hew York* G. W, & C, B* Colton & Co#* 1873*

ISO

8*

Topographical map of the State of Louisiana*
G, W. and C* B* Colton & Co., 1884.

New York,

(Map for

Gayarrefs "History of Louisiana”)*
9*

S. H* Lockett, The Louisiana State University topo
graphic map of Louisiana, showing the characteristic
features of the surface of the state in symbols and
colors*

10*

1891.

Geological Survey of Louisiana, Preliminary Report,
1892.

Map of Louisiana, 1895*

(Made for the State

Immigration Association of Louisiana by the New
Orleans Picayune.)
11.

T. S. Hardee, New geographical, historical and
statistical official map of Louisiana, embracing
portions of Arkansas, Alabama, Mississippi and
Texas.

12*

1895.

Scale, 1:380,160 (approx.)«

G. D* Harris and A* 0* Veatch, Geological map of Louis
iana, Louisiana State Exp* Station, Geological and
Agricultural, Pt. 5, Scale, 1:1,920,000 (approx*). 1899.

13.

G. 1. Adams, Geological map of Louisiana and east Texas,
U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin No* 184, pi* 4,
opposite page 38, 1901.

14.

G._ D. Harris, The geology of the Mississippi embayment
with special reference to the State of Louisiana, La.
St. Exp* Sta., Geol. and Agrl., Pt* 6, Sp. Rept. No. 1,
(Map of the Tertiary deposits of the Mississippi embay
ment with special reference to the State of Louisiana,
p. 5).

1902.

1S1

15*

Soil map of Ouaohita Parish, H. S* Dept, of Agriculture,
1903*

15*

C* W* Hayes and William Kennedy, oil fields of the
Texas-Louislana Gulf Coastal Plain, U. S. Geological
Survey Bulletin No* SIS*

(Map of petroleum fields of

the Texas and Louisiana Gulf Coastal Plains shows
supposed lines of flexures; opposite p* 144*

Index map

showing location of Louisiana oil districts; opposite
p* 128.
17.

a

«

Shows location of Haokberry and Gueydan* 1903.

G# Veatch, The underground waters of northern Louis

iana and southern Arkansas, Louisiana Geological
Survey Bulletin No# 1, pt# 2, (Map of underground water
conditions of La* and southern Ark• showing artesian
area, pi. 9f between pp. 83 and ©9#

Shows Cameron

and Vermilion Phs., as areas of wells from Pliocene
and Pleistocene gravel)*
18.

1905.

G* D« Harris, The geological occurrence of rook salt in
Louisiana and west Texas, Ec* Geol* Vol. 4, (Sketch
map showing geology of a portion of La. and southeast
Texas with the location of the salines and their
probable relations to the structure, opposite p. 13.
Haokberry of Cameron Parish is located).

1909.
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19*

G, C, Matson, Louisiana clays, TJ, S. Geol. Surv., Bull,
No, 660, 1913,

Scale, 1 Inch s 42 miles (approx,),

(Map showing the distribution of clay-bearing forma
tions In La, and the localities where samples were
collected, opposite page 148,

Shows surface of

Cameron and Vermilion Phs, composed of Recent and
Pleistocene materials),
20*

Prank T, Payne, Map of St. of Louisiana showing loca
tion of proven oil and gas fields, La, Dept, Conserv.,
4th Biennial Report, April 1918 to April 1920,
1 inch » 24 miles (approx,),

Scale,

(Shows some drilling in

northern Vermilion Parish),
21,

3, B, Richardson, Map of the oil and gas fields of the
State of La,, XJ, S, Geol, Survey,
12 miles,

22,

Scale, 1 inch »

1921,

D. C, Barton, The American salt dome problems in the
light of the Roumalnlan and Oerman salt domes.
Assoc, Pet, Geol., Bull., vol, 9, No, 9,

Am.

(Sketch

geologic map of Texas and Louisiana showing the loca
tion of the salt domes and non-salt dome Gulf Coast
oil fields and gas fields, pi, 26, opposite page 1230,
Shows Haokberry salt dome in Cameron Parish).
23,

1926.

Department of Agriculture and Emigrants map of Louis
iana,

Indianapolis, The George F. Crane Co., 1926,

(Shows parishes, etc,).
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£4*

Louisiana Department of Conservation, Minerals Division
(on United States Geological Survey base map)*
dome map of La.

25*

Scale, 1:500,000#

April 1927*

A* F* Hass an, Map of the State of Louisiana, U# S.
Geol* Surv., 1922, reprinted in 1926*
Is500,000*

26*

Scale,

(Shows parishes, cities, etc*)*

Louisiana Department of Conservation, Minerals Division
(on U* S. Geol* Survey base map)*
of Louisiana*

27*

Oil and gas fields

March 1926*

U« S* Department of Interior, General Land Office,
State of Louisiana, Scale, 1 inch & 12 miles*

26*

1930*

Ouachita Parish, Louisiana, Photo Map Dept*, La* Highway
Commission*

29*

Salt

Seale, 1:220,000*

April 1930*

La* Union Civil Divisions, Scale, 1 inch - 20 miles*
Bureau of the Census, 1930*

30*

G* B* Richardson, Map of the oil and gas fields of the
State of La*, U* S* Geol* Surv*

(Preliminary edition)*

1930*
31.

A* Shaw, Geologic map of the State, La* Dept* of
Conserv*, 10th Biennial Report (reproduced by permission
of the Amer* Assoc* of Petrol, Geologists, copyright
1930*

There is also a map showing the location of the

oil and gas fields of La*

Locates Sweet Lake, Haok

berry, E. Haokberry, Black Bayou, Sabine Lake, Cameron
Meadows domes and Oyster Bayou, Lake Misere, and
Mallard Bay prospects in Cameron Parish, and White Lake
and Long Point prospects in Vermilion Parish}#
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32#

0* L* Moody, fertiary history of region of Sabin© up
lift of la*, Am* Assoc* Petrol* Geol*, Bull*, vol#
13, Ho* 3, 1931*

Scale, 1 inch « 30 miles (approx*)•

(Geologic map of Louisiana, Mississippi and adjacent
parts of fexas, Arkansas, and Alabama, pi* 1, oppo
site p* 334}*
33*

Louisiana Geological Surrey, Map of Louisiana, showing
oil, gas, and sulphur fields, salt domes, etc*
1934*

34*

March

Scale, 1:1,110,000 (approx*)*

Post Office Department*

Bout© map of the State of

Louisiana, showing Post Offices with the intermediate
distances on mall routes*
55*

July 1935*

Soil Divisions of Louisiana, compiled by Louisiana
Agricultural Experiment Station*
13*6 miles*

36*

Scale, 1 inch s

1955*

Collinston, Louisiana, Quadrangle; War Dept*, Corps
of Engineers, 1933*

37*

Alto, Louisiana, Quadrangle; War Department, Corps of
Engineers, 1935*

38*

Drew, Louisiana Quadrangle; War Department, Corps of
Engineers, 1933*

39*

Map of Louisiana showing oil, gas and sulphur fields,
salt domes, etc*

Scale, 1:10,000,000.

Louisiana

Geological Surrey, 1935*
40*

Ouachita Parish, Louisiana, State-wide Highway Plann
ing Survey, Louisiana Highway Commission, 1937*
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41#

Official map of Louisiana, “by the Board of State
Engineers, Louisiana#
mile#

42#

Scale# 1/16 inch • 1 statute

1937#

Map of Louisiana showing salt domes, La# Geol# Surv.,
Dept# of Coaserv# Seale, 121,110,000#

43#

March 1939#

Central Third, Monroe gas field, Morehouse, Union and
Ouachita Parishes, Louisiana; mapping Department,
Union Producing Company#

Scale, 1 inch » 3000 feet#

April 36, 1933#
44#

South Third, Monroe gas field, Morehouse, Union and
Ouachita Parishes; Louisiana, mapping Department,
Union Producing Company#

Scale, 1 inch - 2000 feet#

August 36, 1938.
45.

Monroe, Louisiana, Quadrangle; War Department, Corps of
Engineers, 1940#

46®

Map of Louisiana, showing oil and gas fields and salt
domes#

Scale, 1 Inch - l,110,ooo.

Louisiana Geo

logical Survey, 194Q#
47#

Louisiana Oil & Gas Map, Louisiana Geological Survey,
1941, 1945, 1947#

43#

Wildcat Map Mo# 1, Louisiana Geological Survey, no date#

49#

Gallup9s map of Louisiana, showing oil and gas fields,
pipe lines, refineries, and general geology#
City, Missouri, F. E# Gallup Map Company#
inch s 15 miles#

30#

Kansas

Beale, 1

No date#

Northeast Louisiana Baa© map; Globe Map Co#, Shreveport,
La#

Scale, 1 inch - 3 miles#

No date#
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